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Chapter 121: 5.23 First Violet Star - Restless Evening I (M) 

The usual evening banquet after each hunting day was cancelled tonight. Instead each family received 

their own part of meat to cook on their own. Few Male warriors who don't have a female to help them 

cook can only go to the tent where single females reside. They could only ask the females to help them 

cook dinner. Thanks to this, few couples would be made because of this event. Lang and Xiong choose to 

have dinner in Tuzi's place tonight as Xuebao said that he wants to have a dinner date alone with 

Meizhou and they wouldn't be able to join them in tonight's dinner. Hearing of this plan, Tuzi chose to 

have a dinner date with his partners as well. 

Due to Tuzi's teaching, all female beastmen in the tribe could already cook. Some meticulous male 

beastmen even learned basic cooking. Tonight's dinner was shared with their own families or partners 

instead of the whole tribe. 

At Tuzi's Place 

After accepting warrior Lang and Priest Apprentice Xiong as his partners, Tuzi's little cave has been 

expanded. The space inside the cave is now enough to at least accommodate ten people all at once. This 

is thanks to his two guardians who were now promoted as Tuzi's fiancés. 

Because it's winter season, cave constructions were put to halt. After marriage, Tuzi and his two fiancés 

planned to live together in Tuzi's place. This is the reason why Lang and Xiong are expanding Tuzi's place 

little by little. The three plan to get married during the first week of spring season. And tomorrow Tuzi 

planned to inform the elders about the two, official promotions, as his fiancés. He wanted their 

engagement to be formally announced to the whole tribe. 

Currently, Tuzi is busy cooking for dinner. Lang is tasked to bring over the ingredients while Xiong helps 

in cooking preparations. Thanks to these two, Tuzi is able to focus on just cooking. 

Tuzi's Dinner Course: 

Main: Wine Braised T-Rex Meat & Barbecue T-Rex Meat with rosemary 

Side Dishes: 

Steamy White Rice 

Bamboo Shoot Soup 

Sautéed Mushrooms 

Steamed mixed vegetables with meat dumplings 

There's a homely atmosphere in Tuzi's place. The meal they've shared satisfied their hunger for that 

night. Xiong and Lang decided to sleepover the night in their female's house. After all the situation of 

Tuzi almost dying cannot be easily removed in their minds. 

After dinner before they sleep. Tuzi laid on the soft carpet they've laid on the floor. He hugged his own 

pillow intending to sleep until two arms wrapped on his waist from both sides. 



"Tutu~" calls Lang. 

"Um~ that tickles what are you two doing?" said Tuzi. 

Xiong whispered, "Tutu, we've almost lost you." 

"That's right! Tutu~ We've almost gone crazy!" said Lang. 

Knowing what kind of fear and despair his men had suffered Tuzi could only pamper them both. He 

reached out and held both their hands as he gave them a kiss each. 

Tutu responded, "Me too~ I thought, if I got caught I would die without seeing you two. I was so afraid... 

Tonight, you can do whatever you want." 

Once he said this, the two on his sides moved closer to his sides and indulged themselves to lust. It is 

also for this reason that Tuzi willingly pampers his men for the night. Though they hadn't done the deed 

that night, they still had a hot night to spend together. 

In Meizhou's Place, this strongest warrior had gladly served his wife during the dinner. From cooking to 

feeding Xuebao were all done by Meizhou. The couple are in the bedroom having their rest. Meizhou is 

leaning on the headboard of his wooden bed, thick layers of animal fur was used as the bedding as they 

haven't found cotton as stuffing for the mattress and pillows. Xuebao is leaning on his husband's chest 

languidly while Meizhou rubbed his tummy. His husband always rubs his tummy every after meal as if 

helping him digest. 

"My love, could I ask you a few things? I wouldn't mind if you stay silent if you couldn't answer." said 

Xuebao. 

Hearing this, the arms wrapped around his waist and the hands rubbing his tummy twitched for a 

moment before resuming to its tasks. 

"Go ask away, Baby." replied Meizhou. 

Xuebao started asking, "What is your current state?" 

"...Hm~ at the moment I only have a full quarter of my original soul." answered Meizhou. 

"I see. Then how are you able to wake up early in this world?" 

"A full quarter soul is enough for me to easily merge with my soul fragments. Though it wouldn't be the 

same as baby waking up with complete memories, I should be able to accompany you longer in this 

world and the next few ones as Ye Xiajie." 

"There's no detrimental with you merging your souls that fast?" 

"None. Baby has nothing to worry about. Even though I won't be reborn in the other worlds with 

complete memories right away, once I've collected at least half of my original soul I should be able to 

keep my full memories at that time and once I've collected more than half, I would be able to 

accompany baby in Zhi Yue's system space. I'm sorry. You still need to wait for a while longer until I 

could completely accompany you anywhere." said Meizhou while hugging the one in front of him tightly 

to his embrace. 



Xuebao had an ecstatic smile after hearing his husband's words. 

"It's good that there won't be detrimental effects with soul merge and... there is no need to be in a 

hurry. I can wait until the day you can stay by my side everyday." 

"Baby in our last world I heard that you've damaged your soul. Are you alright now?" asked Meizhou as 

he held his wife's right hand and checked his pulse. He circulates his own qi in Xuebao's soul domain to 

check the state of his soul. 

Xuebao let his husband's qi probe his soul domain with full trust. Usually letting someone else's qi enter 

someone's soul domain is a dangerous action. If the owner of the qi had intention to hurt the target, 

they would be able to easily damage the soul of the latter and it would be fatal depending on how much 

the soul was injured. This is the reason why the act of letting someone enter your soul domain could 

only be done with someone you have a full trust with. 

Meizhou fully checked Xuebao's soul and seeing that there were no problems with it, the anxiety he felt 

as if the weighting stone in his heart had been lifted. 

Xuebao chuckles as interlocks their fingers. "Done checking? You don't have to worry. Such kinds of 

injuries could be easily healed unless there is a restriction on me using my qi to heal myself. The 

punishment I've received in the last world has restricted my qi to curing myself while I am still inside 

that little star. Though I didn't expect to get pulled out as soon as my vessel di-- Umm!!" 

--- 

[Warning! Mature Scene ahead.] 

Meizhou suddenly covered his mouth with his lips biting on him as if trying to stop him from saying 

something he doesn't want to hear. It seems his early death in the last world had left some trauma to his 

husband. He could only vent his resentment by covering his mouth from spouting words his husband 

doesn't wish to hear. 

Xuebao could only indulge him as he was the one at fault. He closed his eyes as he returned the kiss 

passionately. He was enjoying himself until he felt something a bit hairy and long entering his clothes 

and caressing his back especially the shape of his spine. The rubbing motion made him a bit ticklish. 

When he opened his eyes he saw his husband's round black irises directly stare at him and squinted as if 

showing his joy. Xuebao looked at his husband's head and saw two round black ears twitching showing 

his excitement. He could even feel his prodding fangs whenever their tongues entangled. 

Meizhou is in half beast form. 

Xuebao was still calm not until that black tail entered his pants crawling downwards to the crack of his 

butt to that private place of his. He had no other choice but to turn to his half beast man as well. He 

twisted his body and pressed down his man under him as his eyes turned to that of a snow leopard. A 

pair of round white ears appeared on his head, his tail entangles with the black one inside his pants 

trying to stop it from teasing him. 

Their kiss was interrupted and a silvery line connected their lips. A huge pair of hands grabbed his waist 

as Xuebao sat on top of Meizhou. Both eyes were full of desires for each other. 



Xuebao would feel something pulling off his pants. 

"Heh~ for someone who would just get promoted as a fiancé tomorrow, aren't we bold?~" said Xuebao. 

Meizhou's eyes glint with excitement as stares at his wife's ravishing figure on top of him. 

"My dear Jing'er this is the first world we could have children. This husband feels excited knowing that 

the seed I would plant could be sowed into cute little cabbages in the future~" replied Meizhou. 

RIPS!! 

There's an amused smile on Xuebao's face as he tears on his husband's shirt with his claws revealing 

those eight pack abs and firm chest muscles. He groups those abs boldly as he gives his husband a sultry 

look with hints of teasing. 

Lowering himself down to nibble on his husband's chin with his fangs, "Then~ you have to work hard on 

it my love~" said Xuebao while teasing his husband. 

With a lower growl from Meizhou they've which position. Now, it was Meizhou who was pressing on top 

of Xuebao. He used his tail to hold on his wife's waist while he directly ripping off his shirt and pants, 

revealing a white skin hidden within. Those jade skin legs curled in coldness. After all, despite being 

inside the tent, there is no such thing as a heater in this world. For Xuebao who hates cold instinctively, 

felt the breeze the moment his skin was laid bare. 

Xuebao reached out his hands to completely tear off his husband's shirt while using his toes and tail to 

pull down the pants of his man. There's excitement within those cerulean orbs were clear as he stares at 

that hard thing, bulging within those pants. Just the size and shape is twice its original. 

Xuebao's thoughts: 'Fuck! It's really big! Would that even fit in for real!!?' 

[Don't worry! Host, it would fit.] 

"You little shit! Go to sleep mode or whatever! I allow you to record but not to watch!!!" screamed 

Xuebao in his mind. 

[Hmp! Fine~~ Do you guys need lubricant? For a single redemption ticket you could get 3 years of stock 

of varying kind~~] 

System Yue started advertising for items in his system mall. Xuebao was about to agree to it, until they 

heard his husband's words. 

"I will redeem!" replied Xuebao. 

"No need. You should leave, Executioner 13." ordered Meizhou. 

[Yes, my lord!] 

After receiving a direct and cold order from his boss himself, System Yue had disappeared from the 

space where the couple exist. He returned to his system space. Not daring to watch directly as he might 

be killed by his boss due to jealousy. Once System Yue disappeared Meizhou pulled his wife's legs apart 

and placed them on his shoulders. Under the eager eyes of Xuebao, Meizhou leaned over and put his 

lips over that pink twitching trench. The jaguar's tongue was prickling and itchy as it slid onto the rims of 



the cavern. The tiny spines on his tongue left Xuebao a slight numbing feeling, the latter couldn't be 

helped by shivers senselessly. 

"Ahm~" 

This new feeling made Xuebao moan unconsciously. Once he reached out his hands, the only thing he 

could grab was a heap of soft hair and a warm pair of ears. The corner of his eyes reddened slightly from 

unfulfilled desires as he looked at his husband's eyes with tears filled eyes full of frustration. But the 

emotions in his eyes show undulate love towards Meizhou. 

Roar~ 

A low roar came from Meizhou as he showed his wife that he understood what he wanted. He used the 

tip of his tongue to slowly slide inside the twitching cavern, thrusting inside as he wet the interior with 

his saliva. They've just finished a bath before laying on the bed because of this the entrance had the 

scent of peppermint from the soap in his bathroom. 

The stimulation was so strong that Xuebao wanted to close his leg but was unable to because of the 

person who placed himself in between his legs. Under his wife's lustful gaze Meizhou buried his face 

between those soft legs and drilled on that place with his tongue. 

"Nnh~" Xuebao whimpered as his cavern walls contracts with that prickling tongue strongly probing in 

and out. 

As Meizhou felt he moistened the entrance enough, he then retracted his tongue and pushed his two 

fingers inside. The abrupt thrust made Xuebao flinched. Looking at that endless, small twitching hole, 

Meizhou feels it still wasn't spread enough with just him pushing in his fingers, which is why he used his 

own tail and plundered that lascivious hole together with his fingers. The cavern was forcibly widened 

after being stuffed too much. Inside Xuebao is a three fingers sized tail plus another three more fingers. 

It moves in and out at the same time widening the entrance that will accommodate his large member. 

Xuebao tried to hold back his moan but the trembling of his body from being fully stuffed cannot be 

controlled. The feeling of being forcefully open just left him a bit of pain but more of pleasure. Just as 

System Yue had said, the body of a female beastmen is indeed flexible enough. As if he couldn't get 

enough Xuebao motioned his body to thrust himself meeting those things inside him drilling deeply as if 

he couldn't get enough. He even spread his legs wider to allow the tail and fingers to get even deeper 

inside him. Even then he was left unsatisfied, Xuebao felt it was unbearable, then he heard his husband 

chuckles. 

Heh~ 

'You bastard!' Xuebao's thoughts as he glares at his husband on the top who is teasing him. 

Chapter 122: 5.24 First Violet Star - Restless Evening II (M) 

Chuckles~ 

'You bastard!' Xuebao's thoughts as he glares at Meizhou who is teasing him. 

The sensation of that tongue and tail inside that tender cavern walls of flesh was too strong, and 

Xuebao's entrance relaxed, slowly adjusting on its own for the invasion of this man above him. It was a 



thrilling and addicting feeling, Xuebao couldn't help but want more. In his current body as a female 

beastman his desires and lust were greater than before. As if he couldn't get enough, Xuebao thrusted 

his hip more to deepen those things inside him. He really wanted more. 

After all they have instinct as a beast on them right now. Their desire to mate and reproduce are the 

strongest in this body. 

Such an inviting gesture from his wife made Meizhou unable to control himself. He can only pull out his 

fingers and tail. After slightly lubricating his standing proud member with the juice of his wife, he 

pointed the tip to the entrance, his wife's hole is still dripping with silver threads of his saliva. His 

female's body secreted some kind of liquid to moisten the entrance on its own. He held on those white 

legs to spread it more apart, so he could clearly see his big thing entering that lascivious trench before 

him. He licks his lips as he watches that hungry tunnel sucks in his tip. 

Xuebao who couldn't hold back anymore could only scold the unmoving man on top of him. It was to 

unbearable for him that he had to pinch his husband and asked to move his fucking ass. 

Pinching his husband's skin in vexation, "Ha~ You asshole!! Thrust it in already!! Grr~~" yelled Xuebao. 

Once Meizhou heard this he instantly pressed his huge body until his huge cock was thrusted inside 

deeply. But despite of this one strong thrust, only half of his thing had entered. HIs wife's body in this 

world is too petite to swallow him in one go. He could only slowly and carefully penetrate that sensitive 

hole that continues to squeeze on him. 

This jaguar's hot object was like a smoldering iron piercing him hard inside. It was too warm and gave his 

cold stomach some comfort. Xuebao's hole shrunk as he squeezed onto that hard thing inside him, his 

body felt full and relieved, it clung on that cock in him tightly. 

Meizhou groaned from being squeezed non-stop, the sucking and contracting cave on his member was 

so pleasurable that he wanted to keep thrusting fast inside that tight cavern.?He couldn't help but shoot 

out small strands of his concentrated essence. That white essence slowly enters his wife's hole but not 

enough to enter his womb. Xuebao was scalded by that hot essence that pours inside him, he couldn't 

stop trembling all over his body while continuously gasping for air. 

"My husband~ push it in! It won't tear... I promise Y-- AAHH~!!" 

Once he heard his wife's lustful words, Meizhou wasn't able to stand it any longer. He grabbed his wife's 

slender waist and his hips pumped forward and drove his cock in. His huge member was too large and 

his tip continues to poke at the entrance of his wife's tightly closed womb. He kept moving his hips 

strongly as if he wanted to pierce Xuebao entirely, his wife's small body bounced up and down on the 

carpet by the movement of that thick and huge cock drilling inside. 

Xuebao felt?dizzy from the impact below him but left him completely unable to hold back his voice. His 

moans and screams echoes inside the room, lingering in his husband's ears, Xuebao's moans had the 

same effect of a strong aphrodisiac on Meizhou. He got even more excited and his movements got 

stronger and faster.  

PAPAPAPAPA~ 



The thrill spreading all over his body was beyond his control and his voice couldn't be held back. He can 

only reach out his hands towards his husband as his misted lustful eyes stare at Meizhou full of 

passionate love. 

"AAh~! Hah~ Hug... Kiss me, A'Xia~ Umm~" said Xuebao. 

While continuing slamming inside his wife, Meizhou lowered his head to capture those crimson 

succulent slightly parted lips. He instantly dives his tongue inside, playing and sucking on his wife's sweet 

tongue. He could feel his head being pulled down with Xuebao's arms hugging his head tightly towards 

him. Seeing his wife lose himself in pleasure, Meizhou still felt it wasn't enough. He controlled his tail to 

rub Xuebao's standing hard shaft while his hands teased those pinkish perky nipples on his wife's chest. 

As he expected the hole which was swallowing him had contracted even tighter while the small body 

under him trembles constantly like a grounded fish. Only when his wife seems to be out of breath that 

he let go of those alluring lips moving downwards to pick on those little cherries on his chest. 

Xuebao's moans were uncontrollable, he could only grab on his husband's back and scratch him to show 

him the delight his movement was giving him. 

"Um~ Ha! Harder, quickly come inside me! You can knot or whatever you want! just give it to me!!!" 

yelled Xuebao. 

Each penetration was deep, repeatedly ramming into that secret entrance inside him, Xuebao's sensual 

moans continued to rang inside the room. Meizhou couldn't stop groaning as the walls wrapping and 

tightening around him gave him endless satisfaction. His wife's taunting words even pulled out the beast 

inside him. His growling can be heard at every thrust he made which gave his wife supreme pleasure. His 

cock extended far inside as he successfully penetrated into his wife's womb. After finding what he 

wanted his swollen knot secured himself inside that hot trench. 

Xuebao can feel that his husband was about to cum as he himself is in the same state as well. While his 

husband continues to thrust inside of his warm cervix, the pleasure he feels is twice the normal. 

Meizhou moves upwards as he teasingly bites and sucks on Xuebao's ears. Xuebao could clearly feel his 

husband's pants directly to his ears making him shiver. 

"Baby~ I've knotted inside and about to cum..." 

The hoarse and deep voice of his husband lingers on his ear making him more excited. His whimpers and 

moans were his only answer. Once he heard his husband groan to his ears, both of them ejaculated. 

With Meizhou shooting hot cum deep into his womb. The pleasure was too much that caused Xuebao to 

let out a shrilling scream as he was bitten on his nape the same time his husband reached his peak. It 

was not painful but so intense that Xuebao rolled his eyes in too much happiness. 

Groans~ 

The contracting of his wife's inside is so much that Meizhou felt he was being squeezed dry. He 

continued squirting inside, filling that tiny womb with his own white essence. From inside and out he 

could smell his own scent from Xuebao. This left Meizhou feeling extreme happiness for completely 

possessing this man under him. 

--- 



Meanwhile while this couple was in their midst of hot pursuit in love making. The Heavenly laws who 

received Xuebao's orders had fulfilled his inputted mission that night. Yue requested not only for the 

revelation to happen ahead of time. He also added to let everyone in the primitive world to dream 

about the upcoming huge snowstorm and future wild beast stampede. 

The first phase of their dream: 

A surrounding full of white. Pure and serene as if it's the most beautiful scenery in the world. But this 

scenery isn't just gorgeous but extremely cruel as well. The trees looked like it was covered in white 

cotton as not even a hint of green leaves could be seen. The rivers and ponds have all frozen. There's 

endless windy snow at night. Moreover only a cloudy sky in the morning can be seen. Within the 

surrounding is a deafening silence as even the sounds of bugs could not be heard. A deadly silence. As if 

no other living things can be found around the place. 

At each step their feet were buried into the snow almost reaching their knees. The temperature had 

dropped to the point that even with their fur, the coldness can be felt. They wouldn't be able to live 

through this hellish weather if they didn't keep using their beast forms. Sadly newborn beastmen are 

not able to turn themselves into their beast forms as easily as adults. The scenes of their children slowly 

weakening as if they would die soon changes the dreams into a nightmare. Everyone who was dreaming 

of the scene couldn't wait but wish to wake up. Unfortunately they are unable to escape this dream 

world. 

Only when the scene had changed that the dreamers had calmed down a bit. From a pure white scenery 

changes to a wilderness of greeneries. But this scene isn't any better than the first one. This time they've 

experienced countless deaths of their tribesmen and loved ones. That almost endless beast stampede 

coming over their territory causing destruction on their trails. The numerous dead bodies of their 

tribesmen were ugly to look up. Most of the bodies were beyond recognition. The sound of cries full of 

distress and dismay resounds in the whole area but even so, it wasn't as loud as the war cries of the 

crying warriors who lost their families as they've tried to block the stampede that continues to stomp on 

their home. This is a nightmare beyond what they could bear. The dreamers all felt what it's like to wish 

for death in their own dreams. 

They were all about to go crazy until they heard a monotonous voice resounding in their minds. It was 

like an emotionless machine informing them of this kind of scene. 

"Have you seen it? This is the future that will unfold in the future. Prepare and fight for your lives. This is 

a trial everyone in this world should fulfill. I had informed the chosen ones that will be able to lead you 

to a future where you may avoid this hellish end. Only the strongest pair could lead you out of this 

diversity. Believe! Unify! That's the only way you'll survive my children!" 

And then as if their dreams were all cut off. One by one on whatever tribes they are, jolted awake from 

their nightmares. Their faces and back covered and now soaked with cold sweats. Their breathing 

turned erratically. The intense fear of experiencing an almost endless nightmare stabs their heart and 

soul. They've all panicked to look for a source of lighting to ease their anxiety. 

The ones who were mostly affected by these dreams are the priests of each tribe. Their dreams were 

even more detailed and they could even glimpse at the ending of those nightmares. They've seen two 

figures running in front of their tribes. Talking all responsibilities on their shoulders. They've lead the 



whole world towards the light. Found them a warm shelter during those horrible snowfalls and hails. 

Blocked and fought that stream of wild beasts as they've led the battle forefront with undying courage 

and will to live. It was a familiar figure only for two tribes as they knew who those two are. Only the 

Soleil and Lune Tribe recognized the faces of the chosen pair the Beast God had sent to them as their 

savior. 

A contrasting pair. One tall and muscular as if the embodiment of strength itself. With his black hair 

fluttering against the wind, his back stood tall and firm as if facing a huge mountain. He is immovable 

and the symbol of power. This man was their shield that protected them from all danger. He is the 

vanguard that leads the warriors to block the stampede with everyone else. Like a War God he leads the 

group openly as they protect their land. 

The other one had a small figure. Hangs languidly at the tall man as if he wanted to combine himself 

with him. It looks weak and seemingly needs protection but it was this small figure who found them that 

huge cave that could give them a roof to shield them for that cold weather. It was also this man who 

finds food and improvises things to elevate their daily lives. During the stampede, this man stood alone 

on the top of countless bodies of wild beasts he slain. As if a descending cold immortal on top of 

corpses, his white hair was tainted in crimson blood of his enemy and his small body was soaked in red 

flesh as if a demon. He overlooks the life and death of everyone around him, only his ecstatic smile is so 

obvious as he continues his own slaughter while he jumps on that almost endless herd intending step 

over his house. 

The Lune Tribe's Priest Anbao woke up from his dream covered in sweat. But as if he doesn't mind the 

sweltering heat on his body. He put his hand on top of his chest and felt the loud beating of his heart. It 

was due to both fear and excitement. Only the priests had seen the ending of those nightmares. There 

were only two options. The death of everyone and the survival of everyone. The only difference is that, 

on the former option no one came to save them while on the latter one, that pair took the lead and 

everyone survived despite the casualties. 

For the first time Anbao felt the weight of his responsibilities as the Tribe Priest. It was his job to inform 

the rest of the tribe about the outcome. It was only now that he understood the meaning behind those 

youngsters' decisions. It was indeed for the future of the tribe. Remembering the clear gaze within those 

eyes with the same shade as the sky and sea. Only then Anbao noticed the determination and choice 

those children had made. 

"Xuebao. Meizhou. This old man will give his undying support for you. Please~ leads us to the future you 

are fated to achieve." murmured Anbao as his tears fell from those eyes uncontrollably. 

Chapter 123: 5.25 First Violet Star - Chosen Ones 

Morning arrived as the sun had risen. 

Outside the sunlight illuminates the white carpeted lands under it, giving a feeling of a new beginning. 

Meizhou and Xuebao on the other hand were still asleep due to their vigorous nightly exercise they've 

done all night. They've even missed the revelation dream as they've only stopped making love at late 

dawn. The first one to wake up is Xuebao. He groggily opened his slightly swollen eyes as he cried all 

night from extreme pleasure. His white skin was tainted with bite marks and deep red bruises all over 



his body especially on his collarbones and chest. Despite all the wild exercise they've done all night there 

is no lingering pain in his body. Well except for that uncomfortable feeling of that huge thing still left 

inside his body. Xuebao frowned when he could still feel the tiny spines clutching in the walls of his 

private place. His husband obviously left himself inside while still knotting. It made Xuebao extremely 

uncomfortable and unexpectedly full. 

He couldn't even properly move an inch as his small figure was tightly held within those strong arms 

wrapped around his waist and shoulder. He slightly quivers when he feels the hot breaths of Meizhou on 

his neck. 

He starts fidgeting as he felt ticklish. "A'Xia... wake up. My love can you pull it out or retract your spines 

its uncomfortable." whispered Xuebao with his raspy but enticing voice. 

Meizhou who heard his wife's alluring hoarse voice woke up instantly but he didn't open his eyes instead 

nibble on the bare shoulder under his lips and suck on it as if it's the sweetest fruit he had eaten. This 

action is pleasure inducing for Xuebao. 

Xuebao's body is overly sensitive from the event last night. He unconsciously lets out a moan as he 

lightly contracts his hole unconsciously. This instinctive action aroused his husband's appetite in the 

morning as he could feel that huge thing inside him getting larger and hotter. But as he requested 

Meizhou retract the spine on his thing. But still left his member inside that tightly lustful cavern of his 

wife. He pulled away slowly as if planning to completely pull it out only for him to thrusted it deeply in 

one go. This action of his rewards him with a shrill scream from his wife. 

"AHH~~ You fucker. Pull it out now." said Xuebao as he grabbed his husband's hair and pulled it. He was 

planning on making him bald if he still hasn't pulled out that thing inside him. 

But Xuebao had forgotten his husband's shamelessness. Meizhou ignored the pain on his head as he 

slowly thrust in and out in a fluctuating rhythm as if soothing his wife hole from the sudden penetration 

just now. As he expected his wife's sensitivity had garnered him some light moans from him. He 

teasingly moves his hips hitting the bulge inside his wife instantly arousing his desires. Meizhou 

continues to teasingly rub on that sweet spot of Xuebao. 

Xuebao, who was teased badly, twisted his body and pressed his husband on the bed and rode on top of 

him. When he saw Meizhou's wide grin he knew that this sex fiend had did it on purpose. He glared at 

him in annoyance. 

"If you won't pull out then, I will!" said Xuebao as he slowly lifted his body off his husband only to feel 

that the thing inside him had once again extracted those tiny spines stabbing on his walls preventing him 

from pulling away. The slight pain from his sudden move had made his legs shiver and immediately lost 

his strength instantly falling with his hole drilled deeply without warning. 

Xuebao covered his mouth before he was able to scream. "Um!" Tears unconsciously stroll down on his 

blushing cheeks despite the tears. Xuebao's eyes were sultry and lustful as he glared at his husband. 

Meizhou shivered when he saw his wife's face full of desire. He couldn't help but get bigger inside him. 

"Baby~ let me cum inside one more time then I will pull out okay?" he said while grabbing his wife's 

waist as he motioned his hips up and down, he could feel his wife squeezing around him. 



"Just one last round!" said Xuebao as he followed his husband's movement and moved his ass down and 

up meeting Meizhou. 

But his shameless husband lied, after 3 more rounds on the bed and 2 more in the bathroom, Xuebao 

laid on the newly cleaned bed boneless. Meizhou dressed him up right after bathing as he was numbed 

all over but just as his system said. The pain didn't linger longer than in the normal human body. He 

ignored his husband who was massaging his waist and legs in comfort. There was a clear bite mark on 

Meizhou's cheek which was bitten during their last round of love making in the bathroom just now. 

System Yue who was kicked out last night had finally returned. 

[Host, are you still alive?] 

"Barely~ do you have any throat medicine? Give me a few. I want the strawberry flavored ones!" said 

Xuebao. He didn't need to say it in his mind as his husband could also see Zhi Yu. 

A pack of strawberry flavor lozenges appeared in thin air. Meizhou caught it and opened one which he 

personality feeds to his wife. 

Meizhou said, "Baby open your mouth. Ah~~" 

"Ah~" A lozenge was placed on his mouth. 

[My lord you have a nice tattoo on your face.] System Yue as he took a picture of his Lord's bitten face. 

This shameless old husband had proudly smiled as he said, "It's a mark of honor!" 

"Mark of honor your ass! Heal it this instance." Xuebao kicked him in anger. Meizhou didn't dodge and 

accept his kick willingly. 

Meizhou looked at him dotingly, "As you wish~ Anything else?" 

"I'm hungry! I want egg porridge and steamed dumpling. Go cook!!!" ordered the wife. 

A flawless face Meizhou lowered his head and kissed him on his forehead, "I will cook now. Nap for the 

meantime, Baby~." His bitten mark had healed instantly. 

Only he and Xuebao could heal their injuries instantly in this world. All they have to do is circulate a bit 

of qi in their body. Xuebao had waited for an hour now but Meizhou hadn't returned yet. It only took a 

few minutes to cook porridge and steamed dumplings. 

"Yue where is he?" asked Xuebao. 

[The Lord God got caught by the tribe elders. They wanted to bring you over as well but the Lord God 

had informed them that you've not feeling well. The elders' expressions, especially the original's father, 

turned ugly as if they wanted to bite him to death when they've seen the bite mark and kiss marks on 

his neck and chest. Everyone in the tribe now knows you've made love with Meizhou last night.] 

With an amused smirk on his lips, "Did he intentionally walk outside the house with his shirt wide open 

in front?" asked Xuebao. 

[He left the shirt completely unbuttoned. He wanted to tell everyone you've become his last night.] 



"Fine~ Let his ego grow. The old man would punish him for me. Hmp!" 

[Ah! The tribe leader heavily smacks the back of his head before he leaves. The elders only asked him a 

few questions regarding the revelations. They've agreed to your plans with regard to making alliance 

with the Soleil Tribe. He also told him to leave the clean up and security of that cave to them as well.] 

"Is that so? That means we'll be free for the whole day~" said Xuebao. 

All of the sudden someone barged into the house and almost directly pounced on him.  

"Baobao~~!!!" calls Tuzi. 

Before he could jump on his friend, Meizhou grabbed the back collar of his clothes and threw him 

towards his fiancés. 

"Ouch! What are you doing!? I want to hug Baobao!?" complains Tuzi. 

Meizhou glares at him, "No hugging! No touching! He's my wife!" he declared. 

"Tsk! Stingy!!!" murmured Tuzi. 

Meizhou sat beside his wife and slowly fed his personality. Xuebao only needs to open his mouth and 

the food would be delivered in his mouth. After they've finished eating breakfast, Meizhou resumes to 

his task of massaging his wife's waist as he leans on him. 

"On the lower right." said Xuebao. 

Tuzi and the other two watched this shameless couple become even more clingier and greasier than 

before. They now act like an old husband and wife. 

Tuzi pouts as he looks at Xuebao. "How was last night?" 

"It was the best!" declared Xuebao as he gave Tuzi a cunning but taunting smile. As if asking why don't 

you do it too. 

"Buh~ I will do it too. I will do it tonight too!!" exclaimed Tuzi whose cheeks now bulge like a bullied 

hamster. 

"Is that so!!? Then here is a gift~ It's from Yue." said Xuebao as he threw an animal skin bag full of things 

towards Tuzi. Tuzi who took a peek inside had those pink eyes widened in shock while sparkling with 

excitement. 

"I-Is this bought from there?" asked Tuzi. 

"Yeah. Yue prepared it for you. You got two after all~" said Xuebao while smiling evilly. 

Tuzi blushed when he heard that. 

"Baobao don't push yourself. You can ask me if you need help with anything." said Tuzi. 

"Of course. Then my request is that you gather the other females and start working on winter coats. 

Make it especially thicker for children. Make a lot. After The alliance is completed you guys would need 



to teach the people from Soleil Tribe how to sew, cook and farm all over again. You don't need me to tell 

you the reason why right?" said Xuebao. 

Weird expressions appeared on their faces. Just based on their reactions obviously his request to the 

Heavenly Laws was fulfilled. With this his task should be close to completion and only have to enjoy 

himself with his husband in this world. 

"I understand. I will not be biased and teach them properly when that comes." said Tuzi. 

Xiong saluted with his fist on the top his heart, "I promise to fulfill my duties for the good of the tribe!" 

"I... I will make sure to protect the tribe!" said Lang as he gestured in the same way as Xiong. 

Meizhou who was keeping silent the whole time suddenly spoke, "Don't forget the morning and evening 

trainings. All warriors are eligible to complete the daily trainings." he ordered. 

Lang and Xiong gave their boss a warriors salute. 

"Yes, Sir!" They've responded. 

"Go. My wife is tired. We will take a rest for today. Tell the others who wish to meet my wife must at 

least have a logical reason else don't blame me for being rough." said Meizhou with a heavy presence. 

Warriors like Lang and Xiong were able to directly feel the overwhelming difference between them and 

Meizhou. They could even say that the current Meizhou already possess a presence that could 

overwhelm the young tribe leader of the Soleil tribe. The Lion beastman Shizi. 

Xuebao looked at Tuzi, "Tutu, tell Sheya to meet me before he heads to the Soleil Tribe. I want to talk 

about him with something." he said. 

"Bring Laohu as well. I need to talk to him." said Meizhou. 

The three only nodded before talking their leave. Now while after the two people whom they 

summoned had come over. Only Sheya was allowed to enter the room, Meizhou had met Laohu in front 

of his tent not allowing an unpaired male meet his wife. He excuses Sheya because he is the tribe doctor 

and his situation is unique. 

Meizhou stepped out to talk with Laohu. 

He said to Sheya, "Get in. My wife wanted to talk to you before heading out." he said. 

Sheya with a friendly smile nodded his head in agreement to Meizhou's words before entering the tent 

to meet Xuebao. Meizhou instead looked at Laohu observing him head to toe. Laohu felt uncomfortable 

with the gauging gaze Meizhou is giving him. 

Meizhou spoke, "Laohu. I'm sure you understood the meaning of that dream. I also know that your 

parents and mine were killed in the last war with the Soleil Tribe but I hope you don't forget that the 

other side had lost more than us." 

"I know..." said Laohu but the hidden resentment within his eyes could be seen. 



"I am not asking you to forgive them. Just tolerate it for now. The alliance needs to last for three years 

so that the stampede can be blocked. Either that or we all die!" said Meizhou. 

This truth struck Laohu even more badly than those dreams. At least he could deny that he didn't see 

that dream but the fact Meizhou had boldly told him made him realize that it was not only him who is 

pulling back his fangs to create a hope for the future. Even this cold hearted man before him held back 

his anger. Even their young leader does the same. Everyone of them does! 

"Do you understand?" asked Meizhou. 

This time Laohu's face had calmness. "I do!" 

"Do not forget to protect Sheya. He is... weaker than you but smarter. In that place just listen to his 

advice." said. Meizhou. 

Laohu didn't reply but nodded in agreement. He understood that Sheya must be protected as he is their 

tribe's only doctor. Nothing harmful must befall on him. Laohu's task is to protect Sheya and leave all 

negotiation to him. 

Meanwhile, Sheya who had come over to meet their young leader. 

"Young leader I heard you call for me." said Sheya. 

Xuebao observed the beastman in front him then smiled helplessly. 

"Sheya, I have a revelation that is just for you. Within this month of time you would find the man whom 

you would be willing to become his female. He is not from our tribe so I worry a bit." said Xuebao. 

Sheya was stunned with what he had heard. He never thought that the revelation from the young leader 

is something about his love life. It's not that he doesn't believe him. If he asked just anyone from the 

tribe, they would believe that any revelation from this young man is true. As he is one of the few who is 

said to be chosen by the beast god to save their tribe. The Tribe Priest even calls Meizhou and Xuebao as 

the Beast God's beloved children. It's especially true for Xuebao's case who had received the Beast God's 

revelation ahead of them. 

Sheya is willing to believe his words. After all this is a man who is willing to help him hide the fact that he 

is a born female who had male physique. Aside from being able to breed babies most of his talents leans 

to being a warrior. This is the reason he hides the fact that he is a female. Not even the current tribe 

leader knows. Only the tribe priest, Xuebao and most likely Meizhou knew that he was a female. 

"If that is what the young leader is worrying then I am willing to vow to the Beast God. I shall never 

betray my Tribe for my future mate. Only if he is willing to join my tribe that I would be willing to accept 

him as my male." After Sheya had sworn to the Beast God a proof of a vow was made on their skin. It's a 

reverse triangle shape that would be found under their eyes. 

Only when the vow is completed that the imprint would fade by itself. Yesterday Xuebao had two under 

his eyes. A vow he made to protect the representative from Soleil and a vow that his truth about the 

revelation will be given last night. The latter had been fulfilled and there is only one reversed triangle 

under his right eye. 



"You've made the right choice. A male who isn't willing to give what his female wants isn't worthy to 

become your other half. Since the tribe leader of Soleil had vowed to protect our representative, as long 

you and that fool didn't die then it will be okay. But if something happened then forget the alliance I 

would remove the Soleil Tribe on this land if Tribe Leader Shizi broke his vow. You can go now." said 

Xuebao. 

"Please rest well. I will report to you as soon as I've returned." said Sheya before taking his leave. 

He even bumps on Meizhou who was on his way back to the house. Sheya also bids him a farewell. 

Meizhou walked towards the bed and sat beside his wife. He pulled the latter to be placed on top of him 

as he hugs him while they sit together. 

"You remember that person?" asked Meizhou. As the Lord God of the Nether System he knew the 

identity of the soul that possessed the vessel of that Sheya. 

"Yue informed me. I just wanted to ask if his warden is the same case as I do. Memories of the past lives 

remain recorded." said Xuebao. 

"He is. But unlike baby his actions are restricted by the rules of the Nether System. He is forbidden to tell 

the prisoner he is watching that he is a warden. He is not allowed to go against the task of his prisoner 

and he is also forbidden to OOC until his soul fully assimilates the vessel he has." explained Meizhou as 

he kissed his wife's hair. 

Xuebao curiously asked, "What about Yun Ming?" 

"That prisoner? He is already in his last phase of punishment. Unlike the first and second phase of his 

punishment where he only needed to live and suffer in the end. At the last phase he is able to retain his 

memories from the past worlds if he wanted. A system guide is provided as well. He is like a low tier 

host in the God System. The only difference is that he had no system mall. The system is only there to 

give him the vessel's memories, world plot and his tasks. Not allowed to OOC and he is forbidden in 

talking to us freely as a world hopper. He couldn't fail any task as well. Failure still means death for 

prisoners." replied Meizhou. 

Xuebao played with his husband's fingers, "I see. Since none of those rules restricts me means that my 

case is different from theirs. Not only that, you don't seem to know that I am helping you collect your 

soul fragments." 

Meizhou turned silent on this fact. He indeed didn't expect Xuebao to exist in the Nether System. All he 

knows is that someone is helping him collect his soul fragments when he met Xuebao in the first world, 

he was so delighted. But was instantly struck with the truth that this person had no memories of 

whatsoever. All he remembers is his name and skills. This is the reason why he always follows him in the 

worlds he enters. Thankfully the worlds Executioner 13 prepares for his wife are worlds with his soul 

fragments in it. 

He is able to enter those stars ahead of time and wait for his lover to come over and wake up to meet 

him. Thanks to this, he could spend lifetimes with his wife, collect his soul fragments and heal his 

injuries. Even Ye Xiajie doesn't know how this situation is done. 



"Forget about this. Let's take a nap." said Xuebao as he pressed his husband on the bed and just laid 

directly on top of him. Hugging him in his sleep. 

Meizhou smiled as he hugged the one above him after covering both of them with a fur blanket. He 

kissed his lips once before closing his eyes as well. 

"Sleep well, Jing'er!" Meizhou said. 

Chapter 124: 5.26 First Violet Star - Soleil Tribe's Elders 

Last night's revelations left chaos in all tribes in the primitive world. The facts about the trials from the 

Beast God were all sent for everyone to experience as a dream. Thankfully there are only two trials but 

in spite of it, no one could become happy about it. First, winter had already arrived. According to the 

timeline, that hellish winter with cruel snowstorms and hail would be coming soon. They don't have 

enough time to prepare. They don't even know when the exact time the snowstorm would land. 

Second, this is a problem from the other tribes, no one of them knows who that pair is nor which tribe 

they've come from. They had to blindly guess which of the big tribes would know the identities of the 

chosen ones. 

The Lune Tribe has no problem with this as the chosen pair were their own tribesmen. 

It's a bit different for the Soleil Tribe. The instant their Tribe Priest had woken up from the dreams of 

revelation, he immediately comes over to the tribe leader, Shizi, and requests for a tribe meeting with 

all the elders. Shizi who saw the same dream didn't question his tribe's priest and instantly calls the rest 

of the elders for an emergency meeting. 

This is an event that took place at dawn before sunrise. 

In a huge tent, Shizi sat at the most honorable position in the place. He waited for the rest of the 

participants of this meeting to arrive. He sat in his position with his back straight while imposing a heavy 

presence to show his authority as the tribe leader. Beside him the old Tribe Priest was silent as mute 

with his head lowered as if thinking deeply about something. 

Some elders who just woke up from their dreams all had pale faces while in daze. They've obviously just 

woke up from a nightmare. If not because they've all heard the message from their Beast God that they 

wouldn't believe what they saw in that dreamland. Some of them were even sneaking peeks at the 

young tribe leader who sat at the honorable seat with a heavy presence. They could remember every 

word of rejections they've sprouted to this young leader this afternoon. 

This afternoon Shizi, who had arranged a tribe's meeting, informed them about his initial plan to meet 

the elders of the hated Lune Tribe. It was just a small talk of concession.? When they heard about the 

tribe leader's plan to make amends with their enemy tribe, most of the elders had blown out in anger 

and wished they could clearly deliberate this foolish tribe leader of their tribe. But they do remember 

Shizi's words this afternoon before ending the meeting in anger. 

"You do not need to tell this lord your decision yet. Let's wait for a night and you can seriously think 

about it. As for whether this lord's words are nonsense or not, you should be able to understand it 

tonight! Disperse!!!" The words Shizi had said in the afternoon tribe's meeting a few hours ago. 



Once they've met Shizi's meaningful gaze, these old men couldn't help but lower their heads in distress 

and remorse. They had a feeling that their faces were slapped multiple times before they were able to 

understand their tribe leader's meaning. 

Once Shizi saw that all elders had arrived, he ignored them for a while. 

"Chiya come over!" commanded Shizi. 

As soon as his words ended Warrior Leader of Soleil Tribe, Chiya had appeared beside Shizi. He was 

saluting at Shizi and the tribe elders but his eyes only focused on their tribe leader. 

Chiya respectfully spoke, "You call, tribe leader?" he said. 

Shizi responded, "Go ask Rina to prepare. You and him would be the representatives I've chosen to 

watch over the decisions the Lune Tribe leader and elder would make. You'll leave at sunrise." 

"I will have Rina get prepared." replied Chiya. 

Shizi, "While you're at it, make sure to prepare a place for the esteemed guests the Lune Tribe would be 

sending." 

"Chiya will make the necessary preparations." answered Chiya. 

Shizi waves his hand to indicate that Warrior Chiya could take his leave to do his orders. Chiya saluted 

once again before exiting the place. Only then did Shizi look at the elders of his tribe before him. He 

looked at them one by one and noticed that no one except the tribe priest is willing to meet his gaze. 

They were even lowering their heads afraid that the tribe leader would point them out personally and 

reprimand them from their audaciousness this afternoon. 

"Now. Do you understand what this Lord's words in the midday means? Though I didn't directly receive 

a revelation like the chosen ones, this lord could still sense the future danger looming over our tribe. 

This is also the reason why I've agreed to the talks of concession with the Young Leader and the 

strongest warrior of the Lune Tribe." said Shizi. 

The elders keep their silence. Even though they wanted to retort against the words of their leader, once 

they've recalled the details of that nightmare no one of them could open their mouths. They all feel that 

they have no right once those hellish scenes appeared in their minds. 

Among the elders only the tribe priest who had seen more details of the dream had spoken his side. 

"Tribe Leader I have something to inform the tribe. This is about the ending of the Trials we all had 

experienced in our dreams. The Beast God had shown as Tribe Priests the ending of the trial." said the 

tribe priest. 

Every elders inside the tent gasped in surprise when they heard the tribe priest's words. No one among 

the rest of the tribe including the tribe leader had seen the ending of those nightmarish scenes. Even 

Shizi showed surprise when he heard the Tribe Priest words. 

Seeing the astonished look of the tribe leader, the tribe priest had sighed as if he got an answer to his 

confusion. "I see. The tribe leader hasn't seen the endings of those trials as well." 



"This lord indeed didn't see the ending. I was forced to wake up after hearing the esteemed Beast God's 

words." replied Shizi. 

The Tribe Priest said, "Then this means only the Tribe Priest of each tribe had seen the endings of the 

trials. Then now have the responsibilities to inform the tribe about the endings of the trials. Sadly there 

isn't much. There are only two endings for the trials." 

"Two endings? There are two results!?" another elder asked 

"What is it? Tell us!" urgently asked by a tribe elder. 

Shizi looked at the tribe priest and nodded his head. This is a gesture telling the tribe leader to go ahead 

and inform the tribe. 

Seeing the tribe leader's gesture the tribe priest announced the result of the trials in accordance with 

what he had seen in his dream. 

Nod!  

"The first ending is the death of the world and the second one is... the survival of everyone. But to 

achieve the second ending there are requirements that must be fulfilled those are... things you guys 

might not agree." said the tribe priest. 

Once Shizi heard the last sentence from what the tribe priest had said, he could only somewhat guess 

what he meant. While the other elders were still left bewildered and guessed silently in their minds 

what the tribe priest's words mean. There's a sudden silence in the area. Seeing the expressions of his 

tribe's elders, the tribe priest couldn't help but exhale a helpless sigh. 

Sigh~ 

Shizi looked at the tribe priest and asked things to complete his conjectures. 

"Is the ending for survival had something to do with the Lune Tribe?" asked Shizi. 

The tribe priest instantly nodded his head as an answer to his tribe leader's question. Seeing this 

interaction the elders were left dumbfounded but the two choose to ignore the rest and focus on the 

important point of the conversation. 

Shizi asked, "Does it involve the whole Lune tribe or not?" 

"No. There are only two concerned individuals. One of them is someone our tribe knew and guarded 

against for years." replied the tribe priest. 

Hearing this answer Shizi's eyes squinted to show that he guessed whom the tribe priest is talking about. 

"Is it the Lune Tribe's strongest warrior, Meizhou?" asked Shizi curiously. 

"Yes. Meizhou of the Lune Tribe is one of the two chosen ones the Beast God had appointed to save the 

world. While the other one is someone I haven't met before but... this person possesses a peculiar hair 

color and eyes that match the legend of the Lune Tribe. Hair with the same shade as that of a snow and 

eyes that is dyed with the color of sky and seas. The same features of the strongest female in the myth. 

He must be the descendant of the White Devil from the last war." answered the tribe priest. 



This time the commotion inside the place cannot be held back. Meizhou being pointed at as a chosen 

one is not a surprise as he had the reputation of a War God in this primitive world. He is that strong. His 

fame had widely spread that most of the tribes had known his existence. But the descendant of the 

White Devil is not expected. 

After all they've all thought that the White Devil who died from his hidden injuries he got from the last 

war had died without any descendants. Moreover for the last few years, only Meizhou's name had 

become famous as the strongest warrior from the Lune Tribe. Only now they knew that the Lune Tribe 

had hidden this news to protect the new White Devil that guards the Lune Tribe. 

An elder shivered thinking about this topic, "That White Devil has... a descendant!!?" just thinking about 

this sent chills in their bodies. 

"I-Is this a dream too?" an elder uttered in shocked. 

That is just not a simple descendant. That is the offspring of the devil who conquered the tribe wars for 

decades. It is a bloodline that is feared by all warriors. The elders who used to be warriors had trembled 

while recalling the hell on earth scene from their memories. Most of them were left dazed as they 

reminisced about the past. 

Only Shizi reacted differently, in his mind he recalled the meeting he had with that God-like presence 

which Meizhou pampers like its his own life. According to the tribe priest's word, that female called 

Xuebao is also a chosen being by the Beast God. 

"So the ones who can bring us the result of survival during the trials are those two? Meizhou and the 

white devil's descendant?" asked Shizi. 

"Yes. Sadly only they could save this world as it was their destiny to do so." replied the tribe priest. 

Shizi responded, "I see. Hm~ the representatives from the Lune Tribe would be coming over in the 

morning. I guess everyone here agreed to the two tribes' meeting a few days from now." 

He said while looking around the elders checking whether there are still people who would voice their 

disagreements. Thankfully except for their ugly expressions no elders disagree with the Two Tribes' 

Meeting. Now they only need to talk about how they should proceed with the details from that 

upcoming meeting. They need to get at least an equal standing with the Lune Tribe. This is what the 

elders and the tribe leader had to brainstorm for these few days. 

Seeing there's no longer dispute against the plan of Shizi, he left the meeting for the tribe priest to 

supervise. They would need to plan for the details on their own at least for tonight. 

Shizi who went out of the tent looked at the pitch black sky above him. Only the huge moon had lit up 

his surroundings a bit. 

"Sigh~ the responsibilities this vessel has is a pain in the ass. Not being able to OOC is annoying too. The 

only good thing that happened lately is seeing Ming'er and meeting the Lord in this world. I wonder why 

the Lord had awakened early in this world? That monster must have done something..." whispered Shizi 

in the darkness. 

Chapter 125: 5.27 First Violet Star - The Immature Elders 



Each representative had arrived in both tribes to fulfill their duties as observers. During the observation 

period each representative had attended the tribe meetings of their respective clan to observe. Chiya 

and Rina from Soleil Tribe attend the tribe meeting of Lune while Laohu and Sheya from Lune Tribe 

attend the tribe meeting for Soleil. This monitory will continue for three days until the temporary 

alliance meeting. There were no problems from the side of the Lune Tribe as no one would really dare to 

go against the words of their Tribe Leader proxy, Xuebao. 

The one who attends the meeting together with the representatives happens to be Meizhou while most 

of the time Xuebao stays at home to rest as they daily play the lover's game at night. Meizhou is really 

working hard to plant his seeds. They were serious about wanting to have a child. Normally the world 

would reject this notion of making descendants as both he and Xuebao's souls were originally outsiders. 

But this doesn't mean they wouldn't be able to have children outside of their original world, it just the 

percentage of creating new life with their combined soul origins is hard. If the children they were 

planning to have is one that is connected to their original bloodline. This is the kind of offspring this 

couple is trying to create. 

Since the words that Xuebao had sworn to the Beast God to keep the two representatives from Soleil 

Tribe safe while they were in their territory, no one dared to make things hard for Chiya and Rina. 

Instead the two were treated like esteemed guests despite being from an enemy tribe. No one is foolish 

enough to anger one of the chosen one. 

Meanwhile the case for the attempted murder accident of Tuzi had reached the final verdict. The elders 

had lessened the female fox beastman's punishment not only due to the incoming disaster but also 

because female beastman Sia had seriously repent for his actions. He was willing to live in the outskirts 

of their tribe's territory and be considered as heretic as his punishment. Knowing that Sia had shown 

obvious remorse to his actions Tuzi decided to forgive him which lightens his punishment. Sia was 

punished to help with cooking and sewing for the tribe for 5 years. He will do volunteer work without 

payment. Because of this the idea for his banishment was abandoned. 

On the other hand, in the Soleil Tribe. 

Unlike Chiya and Rina's relaxed position within the Lune Tribe as representatives, Laohu and Sheya 

received eyes of resentment from the Soleil Tribe members. Though Shizi had already warned them 

before about not touching the Lune Tribe's representative, those whose hatred for the tribesmen of the 

Lune Tribe still exist. The eyes Laohu and Sheya receive from the Soleil Tribe is not friendly. There's a 

case during one of the tribe meetings where Sheya and Laohu were standing on the sides while listening 

to the meeting discussion. Eyes from the people of Soleil couldn't help but wonder about them. Elders 

attending the meeting were glance at them with judgmental eyes. 

Sheya's thoughts after listening to the contents of the meeting happening before him, 'They're not 

progressing much because they fret of my and Laohu's presence too much. Even stealing glances while 

talking made the progress of this meeting halted countless of times.' 

He then observes Shizi, the Soleil tribe's leader by the corner of his eyes. 'This man doesn't have full 

control of his own tribe. It's understandable after all he is the only pillar this tribe has.' 

A Soleil Elder spoke, "Please keep your eyes on you. You are only allowed in here to observe and nothing 

more." the old man warned Sheya. 



Sheya nonchalantly gave the grumpy old man a friendly smile despite of it being fake. He gave the elder 

a slight nod indicating he understood his meaning then closed his eyes as if he intends to just listen only 

for this meeting. Seeing this action rendered some elders inside the tent speechless while some reacted 

badly thinking that Sheya is looking down on them. 

"See how you treat us elders like this! You are rude!" 

"Stop, what could you expect from barbarians~" 

Two elders from Soleil started taunting Sheya. They wanted to have a logical reason to kick these two 

representatives out of the tent and started to talk about the real topics of the meeting. They were 

clearly defensive towards Sheya and Laohu's presence. Laohu didn't understand the meaning of the 

elder's words and thought that the old men were looking down on them right now. Sheya stops Laohu 

from getting involved. 

"If you want to have privacy during your tribe meetings you are free to ask us to not attend. I only need 

someone to inform us of the details of each meeting for me to have something to report when we 

return to our clan. But it seems that our presence is not welcome here, I would like to ask the tribe 

leader of Soliel to give us permission to return to our rooms." said Sheya with a smile though obviously 

his expression is opposite of the coldness within his eyes. 

The elders inside the tent were stunned as they didn't expect Sheya to really leave during the meeting. 

Because of this sudden change in situation, most of the participants of the meeting were looking at the 

smiling representative in front of them. 

Among those in authority in the place only Shizi responded to Sheya's request. 

Shizi spoke, "You may go ahead. I will have someone to come over later to report the details of this day's 

meeting to you." he said. 

Hearing this Sheya nodded at Shizi, "Then we'll go ahead for now. Please continue your meeting." said 

Sheya before pushing the bewildered Laohu out of the tent and left the area without hesitation. 

Once the representatives from the Lune Tribe had left the tent, the elders started feeling they'd done 

something wrong. Knowing that flaunting their seniority towards the esteemed guests is quite rude, 

made it hard for them to even meet the gaze from their tribe leader who was unconsciously acting like 

the middle man for the Soleil and Lune Tribe's representatives. 

The tribe priest spoke, "T-Tribe leader? Is that alright?" he asked. 

"There is no problem. I would just need to personally inform the guest of the details of this meeting 

later. It's not like you guys would listen even if I told you to treat them as esteemed guests. There's a 

history between tribes and I understand your prejudice but... at least remember our current state and 

future problems. The chosen ones were both from their tribe, we had nothing we could use to have an 

advantage over them and they have nothing to lose even if they don't accept our tribe." said Shizi. 

Hearing this the elders felt sting on their faces. The words their tribe leader had spoken were truths they 

didn't wish to believe. Obviously the young tribe leader of the Lune Tribe had no need to send a 

representative to their tribe, as a chosen one, Xuebao only needed to fulfill his mission and there are 

tons of ways to do so. Their Soleil Tribe isn't the only big tribe in the area, there's still the mountain and 



river tribes at the foot of the mountain. The Mountain Tribe obviously had a closer relationship with the 

Lune Tribe, it just happened that their tribe leader, Shizi, had openly requested to meet them that the 

Lune Tribe's Young Leader had accepted this meeting of concession. It was an opportunity their tribe 

leader had grabbed for them. 

Now knowing the incoming trials from the Beast God of this world. Only the Lune Tribe had the biggest 

advantage for this event. After all the two chosen one from the revelation comes from their tribe. 

Shizi spoke, "I just do not understand what you guys wanted to hide from the representatives of Lune. 

From basic necessities like food, clothing and shelter, none of this is lacking in their tribe. Their food 

comes from them planting it. I think farming is what they call it. Their clothing was unlike rugs piled up 

together as their craftsmanship is better than ours. As for their shelter according to the reports of my 

spy, the Lune Tribe had temporarily put it on hold as the season is not suitable for making changes in 

their houses. I heard most of these ideas were approved by their elders thanks to their young leader and 

that female beastman called Tuzi." 

The elders who were rendered speechless. "..." 

He still continues to explain things. "Not only that. They have the strongest warrior Meizhou for hunting. 

Which is why they would never lack food. There is also their young leader Xuebao who seems to be the 

source of their knowledge. I heard that his intelligence is even higher than their tribe's greatest crafter 

named Tuzi and even smarter than their tribe priest. Which is why I want to ask you again? What were 

you trying to hide from the representatives that you would even treat them that rudely?" asked Shizi as 

he looked at his tribe elders with hidden irritation within his eyes. He is obviously pissed off with the 

way they are acting. 

An elder expressed his side, "B-But... But they've killed my child!?" 

The elders upon hearing this had nodded collectively only the tribe priest had sighed helplessly. 

'Had these old men started losing memories? That was war. It is inevitable for the two sides to suffer 

consequences. The tribe leader had lost his father from that war and... the chosen one had lost his 

mother as well. People from both tribes had lost something but didn't gain a thing because there is only 

death or victory in war.' Thoughts of Soleil's tribe priest. 

Hearing this Shizi finally snapped. He started pointing at the elders inside the tent one by one due to 

anger.  

"You've lost your child But you've killed a father from their side." 

"You've killed a warrior from that side while they've killed your warrior friend as well." 

"My father was killed in that battle but a few months later the while devil from Lune had also died. Now 

you ask me! Which side should be really be blamed in this case when both sides had suffered the same 

consequences? You continue to engage war towards the other side for that reason and the latter also 

fight back for the same reason. Lots of young beastmen lost their parents in war. It is not only in this 

tribe but from Lune Tribe as well!" 

"..." 



"I wanted to stop this endless bloodshed but none of you are supporting me! 

I am willing to go to war for this tribe but you guys are not willing to carry future responsibilities with 

me. 

I've lost a father who chose to fight for this tribe but in the end I still have to become the tribe leader 

and take my father's place to lead you. 

I made this opportunity to have a peaceful relationship with the strongest tribe for the future of our 

tribe's young beastmen. As long the war ended between two tribes we would be able to increase our 

population. Isn't that what you guys want!? 

But what did you guys do? You've treated the representatives the Lune Tribe had sent to our tribe with 

malice when they are only here to observe the situation in our tribe. I was the one who asked the Lune 

Tribe's Young leader for this opportunity because I wanted them to find something useful in this tribe 

that might interest them. As long as they've found something useful here I would be able to exchange 

things for it! 

I am the only one person I wouldn't be able to protect this tribe with just me alone during the animal 

stampede. The preparations for trials of snowstorm aren't complete either. Damn! You guys are making 

things harder for me! Did you really want to survive or not!?" 

SILENCE 

Quietness ascended in the area. The elders were unable to speak a word. Not a suggestion nor a 

complaint. This is the first time they've heard the side of their young tribe leader. They've never 

expected that the reason for their tribe leader's plan for peaceful talk with the Lune Tribe had this kind 

of meaning. They've thought that the tribe leader is getting weak and wanted to condemn him for it. 

"Continue the meeting. Tribe Priest, report to me the details of the meeting afterwards." said Shizi. 

"As you wish my lord." replied the tribe priest. 

The elders could only watch as their tribe leader left the meeting only for them to continue it 

themselves. Like what they've wanted to do. No representative monitoring them. It's just that even their 

tribe leader left them alone to plan things alone. 

Meanwhile... 

Sheya and Laohu who were kicked out of the tribe meeting were roaming around the Soleil Tribe's 

territory. Shizi had given them permission to look around the place as long as they didn't destroy 

anything. Laohu has been grumpy ever since they've left the tent. He had enough with the way this tribe 

had treated them. 

Laohu with a frown on his face complains, "What is wrong with them?! They were the ones who 

suggested for representatives to be sent in each tribe but the way they've welcomed us is like this! 

While the young leader had welcomed their representative with a smile." 

"This is a normal reaction. If not for our young leader the representative from this tribe would be 

treated the same way." said Sheya. 



"I do not understand why Xuebao is able to accept this peace talk between tribes so easily. His dad died 

because of this tribe." murmured Laohu. 

Sheya responded, "Well, this might be the reason why Xuebao is able to control the whole tribe, even 

our elders. He had full control on his emotions and feelings. For the sake of the children and the tribe's 

future he is willing to accept things that are intolerable. With great power comes great responsibility." 

Suddenly they've seen children playing with mud not far from them. Seeing this these two adult 

beastmen watch them from a distance with a smile. But noticing these children to be bare above waist 

without even wearing shoes made them worried. They got too used to seeing the children of their tribe 

to be bundled up looking like small fat dumplings while playing. 

As a doctor Sheya is able to see that the children are suffering from mild frostbites. The symptoms can 

be already seen. Skin becomes reddish, then numb, hard and pale. Clearly the toes of these children had 

this appearance. Sheya couldn't help but frown. 

Laohu asked in confusion. "T-This... Is this alright? For these children to play like this wearing so little on 

them? They don't even wear shoes! Wouldn't they suffer frostbites like this? Don't they know this?" 

"They didn't. We also wouldn't have known if not for Xuebao informing me about it. But even if we 

know this we couldn't just treat these children. They might think we are trying to harm them." said 

Sheya. 

Laohu retorted, "Are we going to leave things this way? These are children!" 

Sheya's face turned dark in response to Laohu's words. While he is thinking of something to solve this 

problem a looming presence was suddenly felt from behind them. When he and Laohu turned around 

they've meet Shizi's emotionless face was surprised. 

"Whoa!! You've surprised me! W-What do you want?" asked Laohu as he instantly put Sheya behind 

him. He is fulfilling his duties of guarding Sheya. 

Chapter 126: 5.28 First Violet Star - The Prisoner and his Warden 

Perspective of Shizi. 

Shizi who had left the tribe meeting to cool off his head had asked his tribesmen if they had seen the 

esteemed guests from the Lune Tribe. After pointing out a certain direction Shizi left to look for them. 

This is the second day the representatives had stayed in the tribe. Yesterday, it was he who personally 

welcomed them to his territory. Shizi was delighted that this beastman called Sheya had come over to 

his tribe. 

Ever since he last saw this man, Shizi couldn't forget about him. Well, Sheya is supposed to be his 

prisoner in accordance with his real duties as someone from the Nether System. Though he doesn't 

need to get involved with his prisoner's tasks, Shizi is able to personally get involved with his prisoner as 

long it doesn't go against the task of the former. He is only there to observe him like a bystander then 

the moment Sheya fails his mission, he only needs to bestow his punishment. Failure of the mission 

means death in the Nether System. Sheya whose real identity is that of a prisoner, he had no other 

choice but to complete his task. 



But thanks to that special authority, Xuebao, who entered this world, most of his prisoners' missions 

were refreshed to fit the changes in the plot. Originally, Sheya and his mission to play the role of Male 

leads to the protagonist shou, Tuzi. They were both his destined lovers in this world. But after the 

special authority destroyed the world plot forcefully removing Meizhou as one of the male leads, he was 

able to take advantage of this and remove their names as well. This is the real reason why only Warrior 

Lang and Priest Apprentice Xiong remain as Tuzi's Male leads. 

Shizi's thoughts: 'Sigh~ this is the fault of his lord's soul being reborn in one of the Male Leads in this 

world. That special authority had to destroy the original plots of each world because of his lord. I'm 

already shocked enough that the special authority isn't directly destroying the world instead of just the 

world plots. He is even willing to fool around with his lord and spend countless lifetimes together. This is 

their fifth world already! What the hell is happening? Are they really together!!?' 

It only took a few hundreds of steps for Shizi to find the person he is looking for. 

'Found him~' 

Shizi approached his target silently but was blocked by an original resident of the world who was called 

Laohu. A warrior that is supposed to become a Male Lead of that protagonist shou of this world. He 

glanced at Laohu who showed his surprise through his words and gestures. 

"Whoa!! You've surprised me! W-What do you want?" 

Then he saw the NPC like character placed his target behind him with a defensive gesture. He slightly 

frowned a bit. 

'What is wrong with this man? He is hiding my prisoner behind him. Must be his duty as one of the 

representatives.' 

Shizi moved his gaze and looked at his prisoner who remained calm and cool headed most of the time. 

He continues to observe his expression. Sheya's face remained calm as if nothing could cause waves on 

his expression, but once he looked at his eyes Shizi is able to point out vigilance and calculations with 

those emerald orbs. He is clearly thinking of something. Then Shizi looked at the young beastmen not far 

from them and he also frowned seeing their states. He immediately understood the problem but 

decided to let Sheya open it to him. He is supposed to be a beastman tribe leader with limited 

knowledge in medicine. 

"What's wrong? Is there a problem with those children as you looked at them worriedly? You can tell it 

to me." said Shizi. 

--- 

Perspective of Sheya. 

Sheya looked at the newly arrived man before him. This is a man who was originally a male lead like him 

before the world plot had been broken. He tried talking to his system guide asking a few inquiry 

questions. Only this type of question would his system give him a response. He already knew that there 

are few people in this world which is a special case like him. A world hopper should be the right term. 



He had noticed that the world plot had broken on the day Laohu and Xuebao had fought. His doing his 

regular duties as Sheya that time and his actions were limited to what Sheya allows him too. Only when 

he heard a system prompt in his head that the world plot had upgrades that he understood. 

[Special Authority had descended. A Special Authority had descended! The world plot will now undergo 

an upgrade. Asking for the host to calm down and continue his duties until the upgrade had been 

completed.] 

Sheya showed surprised when he heard that. Unlike in the first world he entered in his last phase of 

trials, he now understood who this special authority is. Based on coincidence, he had already entered 

five worlds including this star with this special authority character. In the first world he had no close 

interaction with this person and followed the plot. He supposed to be a cannon fodder actor who was 

destroyed by the protagonist shou due to jealousy. He prevented his death from drug overdose and lay 

low in the entertainment society until Xia Yang destroyed himself. 

He thought he would never meet that special authority after that world. 

But unexpectedly in the second world he worked for him as his lawyer. At that time his mission was 

'Following the plot but preventing Hei Yu's death' changes to 'Serve the Crowned Prince until the end of 

his lifespan.' He was shocked that his main mission had suddenly changed. The original Hei Yu is 

supposed to be killed by the Wu Clan after knowing that he is a spy from the Hei Royal Family. But after 

this special authority had entered that world his death is no longer applicable and thus his main mission 

had changed as well. 

Following in the third world, he had once again encountered this person. At that time he is just a mob 

character called Lin Xia. A money obsessed elite lawyer that was destined to die under the knife of 

people from the underworld society. But once again his mission had changed from preventing his death 

to serving his young master Meng Anya instead. 

In the fourth world he becomes his assistant, working for him keeping his identity as Gui Lan from being 

known but everyone else aside from him. He is Yun Li in this world. But he secretly sent a hint message 

to his partner for them to reunite early. What he didn't expect was that when Gui Lan died in that world, 

Xie Ye would suddenly destroy that world. He never expected that the lover of that special authority is a 

higher being that is strong enough to dismantle an A class world. 

For the first time in his hundreds of years of experience in world hopping to witness a world destruction 

at such close distance. He saw the sky fragmented like a broken mirror. The land fissure and crumbles 

like a fragile sand castle. It was a magnificent and terrifying sight. Before he got affected by the 

destruction of the world someone grabbed him and forcefully pulled out his soul to leave the world. 

He saw the person who pulled his soul away. It was his lover in that world, Xu Lun. It was only then that 

he understood that it was not only him who was entering the world each time. There should be at least 

three other people entering the world with him or it might just be him getting pulled in those worlds 

together with the rest. He doesn't know and has no authority to ask. After all he is nothing but a 

criminal. A prisoner undergoing the punishment from the Nether System. 

In this fifth world he had already recognized the vessel of the special authority. It was the young leader 

of the Lune Tribe, Xuebao. Which means that the higher being in this world is Xuebao's lover which is 



Meizhou. After entering the fifth world with them, he had already known that these two are a 

shameless couple, who don't care about their surroundings. They've been like this even in the past few 

worlds.  

But he hadn't found that man who saved him from the last world. In the beginning he thought it was 

Tuzi. But that silly rabbit is obviously a perverted shou with few loose and missing screws in the head, it 

is impossible for him to be that man. Only when Xuebao had informed him that his destined lover was 

someone from the enemy tribe that Xuebao had understood why he was chosen as a representative 

whose task was to monitor the Soleil Tribe from within. 

He didn't notice it when they first met. After meeting him the second time close up, only then Sheya 

recognized that man who saved him from the last world. In this world he is called Shizi. The tribe leader 

of Soleil Tribe. There tribe's enemy boss. 

But obviously the world plot had deviated once again because of the presence of the special authority. 

The world plot which originally focuses on the love adventure of the fudanshi Tuzi, it turns into a world 

saving type plot instead. Now his mission is still to give support to the special authority. His task is to 

save as many lives as possible using his ability as the tribe doctor. 

Upon hearing Shizi's question, he knows that this man is trying to help him complete his task indirectly 

as always. 

Sheya replied to Shizi's question from before. 

"There is a problem but are you willing to listen as this tribe's leader? This is a problem with regard to 

the health of your tribesmen. Are you going to believe in my words?" asked Sheya 

Then he saw this man before him smiled slightly and the expression conveys the words of 'Who will 

believe you if it's not me' face. 

"Tell me. I am willing to listen to your words." said Shizi as he looked at him fearless as before. 

--- 

Difference between an Executioner and a Warden? 

A Warden is a special position in Nether System. This is a title which only those who directly serves the 

Lord God of Nether System possessed. A warden's job is protect the Nether System. They are the 

overseer of all prisoners under the Nether System. This people rarely leaves the system. But there are 

some cases that the warden was given duties to look after special prisoners who had possibilities of 

repentance. The look after prisoners who completed at least the second phase of their trials. They will 

oversee the final phase for that prisoner. 

Note: Most prisoners couldn't even move pass the first phase and some failed the second phase. 

Prisoners who can enter the last phase of trail is rare. Mostly one or two for every millennium. 

On the other hand, an Executioner only had one job that is to eliminate the error. They could either 

work for the God System or the Nether System. Executioners from the God System has strict 

requirements to become one. First your reputation is devoid of criminal record. Second your cultivation 

must be of a Godking and above. This is because most of their enemies were Fallen Gods who uses 



illegal and forbidden means to get stronger. They have to thoroughly eliminate their target for mission 

completion. 

Currently the strongest Executioner in God System is the God of Destruction. It is said that before he 

become the rank 1 executioner he had destroyed an SSS World to completely erase a headquarters of 

those Fallen Gods. Normally a God with not care about the original residents of the worlds they've 

entered well unless that world is under their domain. But that SSS World the God of Destruction had 

destroyed is someone else domain. The owner of that world, a Demonic God, was killed by the 

organization of the Fallen God. It just so happens that this owner had some relationship with the God of 

Destruction. In his anger the God of Destruction had dismantled that SSS World to kill all those Fallen 

God and to collect the fragmented souls wisps the original owner of that world. As for what happens 

after no one knows. 

Zhi Yue despite being an executioner works for the Nether System specifically under An Liang. This is 

because before Yue passed the test of becoming an executioner he is originally someone who works for 

the Nether System. 

Zhi Yue is ranked 13th in Executioner List of God System as well as an employee from the Nether 

System. 

Chapter 127: 5.29 First Violet Star - Varying Perspectives 

Sheya was invited by Shizi to talk about it in his place. Laohu whose duty is to protect his tribe kin 

followed unconditionally behind Sheya like a guardian. Shizi paid no mind to him. He showed them the 

way to his own tent. It was the largest tent in the whole Soleil Tribe. Shizi is the tribe leader which is why 

he owns the biggest place to live in. 

The interior of the tent felt empty as the things inside are too minimal. There's only a wooden table at 

the side with few wooden cups placed in it. On the other side of the place is a huge stone bed covered 

with thick fur blankets mended together with amateurish crafting. In one corner of the room, weapons 

made of stone and wood were neatly placed. Aside from those mentioned nothing else is found inside 

the tent. This is a typical living situation of a bachelor beastmen. As long the male beastman had no 

female on his side, a dull grey life is the only ending. Laohu didn't react much with this kind of living 

condition. His place isn't that much different than this.  

Sheya on the other hand had looked around with a slight frowned between his eyes. He is clearly 

showing expressions of disbelief on his face. Shizi chuckles secretly when he sees that. He prepares 

some hot water and dried tea leaves made from herbs to serve his guests. Well he only literally served a 

tea cup for Sheya only. Laohu had to pour his tea on his own. 

"My place must have looked empty. As I only used this place to sleep and most of the time I am outside 

doing my duties as a leader. I also help in hunting for food as well." said Shizi. 

Laohu who got a cup of tea on his own. "It is obvious as your place isn't that much different from mine. 

Only those who have females to help them decorate their place like Meizhou would have a house full of 

things." he said. 

"Thank you for the tea." said Sheya who got a cup of tea served by Shizi. 



Shizi keeps looking at Sheya through the latter treats him like air. 

"This is my private space. You can speak whatever you wanted in here. But first I would like to apologize 

with how the elders of my tribe had treated you. As I am the only pillar of this tribe it is a bit hard for me 

to control the elders from gaining authority as well. But I've spoken to them about this, you won't need 

to attend the tribal meetings for the next day if you don't wish to. I could just send someone to tell you 

the details of the meetings. But if you want to attend then, I would do my best to control them the next 

time." said Shizi. 

"This..." Laohu is unable to say a word, he truly doesn't wish to continue attending that boring task but 

he couldn't leave Sheya alone in that place. 

Seeing Laohu's expression, Shizi could mostly understand what was going on in his mind. He could only 

speak words to clear Laohu's hesitance. 

Shizi said, "As I have sworn to protect you two while you are in my tribe as representatives I promise 

that I would protect you guys if you wish to attend the tribe meetings or join the hunting of my Soleil 

Tribe." 

Laohu's eyes sparkled when he heard this, he had wanted to join the hunts of the warrior of this tribe. 

Unlike the elders inside the tent, Laohu had gotten along well with the warriors of Soleil after fighting 

with them a few times. They are warriors; they could easily understand the consequences of war and 

the reason for it. They might hate those who killed their loved ones but it doesn't change the fact that 

they've also killed the love ones of their enemy. Knowing this the warrior could easily treat the other 

warriors with less malice than those who had no understanding of war. 

"Then I will join the tribe meetings, Laohu could join the hunts and help them collect food. The second 

week of this month is about to be reached. The Young leader had said that the snowstorm would be 

coming in the third week." said Sheya. 

Laohu grinned happily, he is a battle maniac himself. "Okay~" 

"This is indeed right. I will ask a few more warriors to collect more food. But the problem is shelter, I 

need to look for one ahead of time." said Shizi. 

Sheya looked at him for a while before speaking. "As for that problem It could be solved as long as the 

elders of both tribes cleared their problems." 

Aside from saying these words Sheya gave no further explanation. Laohu even gives Shizi a meaningful 

smile. Shizi instantly understood that the problem for shelter had been solved thanks to the young 

leader proxy of the Lune Tribe. 

"I see... For now let's talk about what you wanted to inform me, the things that regard the health of my 

people." said Shizi. 

"AH! That... Why do you let the children of your tribe play in this kind of season wearing too little and 

without shoes? Aren't you afraid of those brats losing their toes?!" said Laohu. 

Shizi stayed silent for a moment and thought of things through. He couldn't immediately understand the 

meaning of Laohu's words as he explained it vaguely. Only when he saw Sheya and remembered what 



kind of job he has in the Lune Tribe. He stood up in the hurry and ordered someone from outside his 

place to tell the tribe doctor to come over in his place. Only then he returned to his seat. 

"If it's about things regarding medicine, sickness and illness, it is better to have our tribe's doctor for 

easier exchange of knowledge." said Shizi. 

Sheya responded, "That is indeed true. It will make things progress faster if I talk to a doctor instead." 

Shizi didn't reply but just served Sheya another cup of tea while waiting for Soleil Tribe's Doctor to 

arrive. Once the other tribe's doctor joins them Sheya starts explaining things about frostbites and ice 

burn. He specifically mentioned the children who easily suffered such problems during winter. 

Sheya said, "I advise your tribe to practice making the children bundled up with more clothes and make 

sure to let them wear closed shoes during winter season." 

"Yes. Yes, I will have someone to inform the people of the tribe about this." Suddenly the tribe doctor of 

Soleil grabbed Sheya's hand and stared at him with a pair of fanatic eyes, this tribe doctor is obviously 

treating him with reverence. 

"Sir please talk more about medicine and herbs with this old man. Why don't we exchange experiences 

about things like illnesses and unique sickness?" said the tribe doctor of Soleil. 

Sheya smiled kindly at the doctor in front of him. He understood his thirst for knowledge. When the 

young leader explained a few things with regard to medicines his reaction isn't that much different than 

this one. 

"That will be wonderful. I currently have free time right now. Why don't we continue this conversation 

in your tent or my place?" said Sheya. 

Soleil Tribe's Doctor joyously replied, "It will be my honor. Let this doctor show you the way to my place. 

There's more suitable things in my tent which will make the conversation more interesting. Do you wish 

to visit now?" he asked. 

Sheya wanted to agree but he first took a peek at Shizi and Laohu who stayed silent during the whole 

conversation. 

Laohu's response, "Ah! You guys can go ahead. I would be resting for the whole afternoon today." he 

instantly decided to leave these two doctors alone. Just listening to them talking about herbs and 

medicine just now made him dizzy with all those unusual terms. He didn't want to listen for the second 

time. 

"You guys should go ahead. I accompany Warrior Laohu and show him around the tribe's territory to 

pass time." replied Shizi. 

Laohu said, "Then I will have to thank the tribe leader of Soleil in advance." 

"T-Then let's go! Tribe Leader we're going now!" said the tribe doctor of Soleil. 

Shizi nodded his head once, "Go ahead." 



After getting permission from the highest authority in the tribe Sheya was pulled away by the other 

doctor. The Soleil Tribe's Doctor wishes to continue their conversation as soon as possible. Shizi and 

Laohu had no other choice but to see the two take their leave. 

--- 

Meanwhile at the Lune Tribe. 

The Tribe Meeting had just finished. Chiya and Rina who were representatives from Soleil Tribe had 

watched the whole meeting by the side of Meizhou. No elders had treated them badly the moment they 

entered the Lune Tribe. Though they could sometimes see grievances from some eyes, those only came 

from some females or children who lost their warrior partners from the war. Even then those people did 

nothing aside stare at them weirdly. What surprised them is the reaction of the tribe elders and warriors 

in Lune, they were treated as esteemed guests. 

They could roam around anywhere they've wanted within the territory as long they knew their limits. 

The tribesmen of Lune Tribe treated them amiably as long they didn't harm anyone. There is that 

rumored female Tuzi who even waits every end of the meeting to show them around together with his 

two partners. 

Scene during the end of the tribe meeting. 

Tribe Leader Zhubao, "Okay. This will be all for today. Those who have duties can go ahead and continue 

your tasks. Those who are idle can help with the things in the tribe for now." 

"Yes, Tribe Leader!" The other elders responded. 

Zhubao who saw his future son-in-law hurriedly wants to take his leave, frowning for a moment within 

his eyes was an annoyance that couldn't be hidden. 

"Meizhou! You stay here for a bit." said Zhubao. 

Meizhou who heard his future father-in-law's grumpy voice did as he was told. 

"What is it, old man?" said Meizhou with his usual close intimacy to this childish tribe leader. 

"You-!... Sigh~ why is it only you again attending the meeting? Where's my darling son?" asked Zhubao. 

Meizhou with a calm but haughty smile on his face replied, "My wife is tired. Only I would be attending 

the morning meetings. I want to let Bao'er rest more in the morning and let him catch more sleep." The 

meaning in his words were obvious to an experienced married man like Zhubao. 

Zhubao angrily pointed at this shameless bastard in front of him. 

"You! You brat!! You are not forcing my Baobao to do those things, if you do! This old man will fight 

you!" said Zhubao who was about to jump on Meizhou only to be stopped by the elders with them in 

place. 

"C-Calm down, Leader!" 

"You old man don't bother the young pair so early in the morning!" 



"Let me go! I want to beat up that smug face of his!" 

Meizhou continues to taunt at the old man, "What's wrong with you old man? I'm doing my best to give 

you a chubby grandchild!!" he said with a smirk on his handsome face. 

Zhubao's anger flared even more when he heard that. 

"You damn brat! Stay still for this old man!!!" yelled Zhubao who was being held back by the elders. 

Tribe Priest Anbao had to step in and calm down his elder brother. 

"Brother you calm down for a moment. A'Zhou stop teasing this hot headed old man." said Anbao. 

Meizhou raised his hand in agreement to the tribe priest's words. "Okay~ I'll stop. Old man, Uncle 

Anbao, Bao'er said he'll cook dinner tonight. Are you coming over?" 

"Of course!!" said Zhubao. 

Tribe Priest Anbao replied with his usual kind smile,? "I would go as well." 

"Then I'll inform him. I'll go now." said Meizhou as he respectfully gestured farewell to his elders. 

Aside from teasing his wife's old man, Meizhou still doesn't forget to show his respect to the elder of his 

tribe. This is a scene which startled Chiya and Rina who were silently watching in the corner. Afterwards 

they've followed Meizhou out of the tent after bowing slightly to the Lune Tribe Elders to show their 

manners. 

As soon as they left the meeting, a small group of three had blocked them on the way. It was Tuzi and 

his two fiancé, Lang and Xiong. 

Tuzi smiles as he approaches them, "Meeting is finally over. Good! Baobao told me he wanted to eat this 

which is why I've taken some from the farm." 

He passed a basket of scarlet strawberries to Meizhou which the latter accepted without question. 

"Dinner is at our place tonight. You guys should prepare the ingredients. Bao'er said he wants to cook 

dinner tonight." said Meizhou. 

Once the three heard this, their eyes brightened as if seeing the heavens. Xuebao rarely cooks nowadays 

as there's Meizhou for everything with regards to his daily necessity. Even though Meizhou's cooking is 

not bad, it isn't as heavenly as Xuebao's cooking. Moreover whenever Meizhou cooks, he only makes his 

and Xuebao's part. They had to cook their own meals whenever that happened. 

"What are we eating for dinner?" asked Tuzi with a glowing expression on his face. 

Meizhou replied nonchalantly, "He said he wanted to eat pork and seafood tonight. The Mountain Tribe 

had sent a few seafoods. Get some from the food cave. Take at least 15 people worth of meat and 

seafood. The old man and Uncle Anbao will be joining us as well. Don't forget the vegetables and fruits." 

Tuzi and the other two nodded their heads like pecking chickens. 

"Ah~ before I forgot. The two can join as well if you wanted." said Meizhou to Chiya and Rina. 



The two showed startled expressions when they heard Meizhou's words. 

"W-We can join?" asked Chiya. 

"Really!?" exclaimed Rina. 

These two esteemed guests had first tasted delicacy in last night's evening banquet. Last night's dinner 

was Buddha Jumps Over the Wall with side dishes like white rice, clams in chicken soup, dried scallop 

with radish and meat strips with green pepper. When they saw the served food last night, Chiya and 

Rina thought they were plotting something. They've didn't eaten dinner until they've watched Xuebao 

and Meizhou eat first which they've regretted badly after. After all these two eat slowly by the time 

they've realized that the food is safe to eat, more than half of the served food in the banquet was 

already eaten. They were only able to enjoy a few mouthfuls of such a grand dinner. 

When they've thought that the Lune Tribe had made such a luxurious dinner to welcome them, they've 

overheard children talking about how delicious the dinner is today but last banquet's spicy roasted beef 

was good too. Only then Chiya and Rina realized that evening banquets in the Lune Tribe always had this 

kind of food. Even normal day's meals were flavorful, they realized that the way food is cooked in this 

tribe is more advanced than theirs. 

Of course! They've also heard the rumors that a female named Tuzi taught most of his tribesmen how to 

cook but the legend of Xuebao's cooking is even rarer. They've heard that Xuebao's cooking is even 

more delicious than those served during the evening banquets. 

Meizhou replied to their questions unconcerned and said, "You can. Just go with these three when the 

time comes. I need to go and see my wife now. You guys can continue with your tasks." he said before 

leaving them on their own. 

Tuzi, Lang and Xiong who were tasked to show around the guests in the tribe had left as a group. 

"Last time you guys saw the tribe's kitchen and warehouse. We'll show you the farm for today. 

Fortunately, there are some fruits ripe enough to be picked." said Tuzi. 

Rina as a female like Tuzi likes sweet things the most. He likes fruits like apples the most. "Are there 

apples?" he asked. 

"They are some ripe ones. Let's go pick some~" said Tuzi. 

"Yes!!" said Rina with a smile. 

Behind these two excited females who dashed all of the sudden are three male who looked at each 

other's helpless expressions. They had no other choice but to follow the two female beastmen. 

--- 

A cut scene from when the Mountain tribe had came over to their territory to send some seafoods in 

exchange of meat. The Mountain tribe and the Lune Tribe had always been close to each other. 

Especially when the old man of the Lune Tribe, Zhubao and the tribe leader of the Mountain tribe Linma 

were close friends. These two tribe usually share foods to each other. Lowland Tribe like the Mountain 

tribe had abundant source of seafood as this is their source of food. They got most of their food from 

the waterscapes like rivers, lakes and seas. 



The Mountain tribe had come over to the Lune Tribe after receiving the message that they wouldn't be 

coming down the mountain for this year winter. In worry the tribe leader of Mountain tribe, Linma, had 

even personally visited his friend, Zhubao about this event. Of course Zhubao told everything to his 

friend and invited him to join them for winter but sadly tribe leader Linma rejected this offer. The two 

tribes had enjoyed the short reunion for 3 days. On the last day when the Mountain Tribe had just 

departed from the Lune Tribe, they were stopped by a couple on their way down the mountain. It was 

Meizhou and Xuebao. 

Tribe Leader Linma smiled happily seeing the two especially his nephew, Xuebao. 

"Dear Baobao, are you here to see uncle off?" said Linma with a gentle smile on his face. 

Xuebao while keeping a playful smile on his face nodded his head in agreement. 

Linma spoke, "At this distance is enough. There is no need to see us off further than this. It is dangerous 

as the sun is about to set." 

"Uncle Linma... are you sure you don't want to join us for winter? I'm sure you know the contents of the 

trials. I and A'Mei would be able to support you and the Mountain Tribe if you join us for the rest of this 

month. Please do not worry about food. We could just hunt more before the storm arrives." said 

Xuebao. 

Elder Linma just ruffles Xuebao's hair dotingly, "Baobao we had passed winter season in lowlands in 

these past years without problems. You had experience it right? The lowlands doesn't suffered much 

during the winter season except for too much accumulated snow. Moreover, we couldn't become a 

burden for you when we aren't really suffering any crisis. Listen to uncle this time okay? If something 

really happens then... uncle would just considered it as bad luck and join you guys for the next winter. 

Okay?" he said. 

Seeing that they couldn't convince the Mountain Tribe to join them Xuebao had no other choice but to 

warn them instead. 

"If its like this then Uncle can you listen to my selfishness just this time." said Xuebao. 

Sighing helplessly Tribe Leader Linma couldn't continue rejecting the child and nodded his head this 

time. 

Xuebao spoke, "Please listen and remember my words. During the snowstorms there might be case of 

the land shaking. Once you felt it shake uncle must looked above the mountain. If you see clouded white 

fogs covering the mountain please relocate as soon as possible. Uncle please listen to my warning. You 

mustn't bring anything with you when that time comes. Just run!" 

The words of warning from his nephew made Linma anxious but he still keep this young man's warning 

to his heart. Only once he had promised the young man he would remember and spread the word to the 

rest of the lowland tribes that only then the couple had let them leave. Tribe Leader Linma's heart was 

restless on his way down the mountain. 

Chapter 128: 5.30 First Violet Star - All Out Brawl 



The day for the meeting elders had finally arrived. At the boundary land of both the Lune Tribe's 

Territory and Soleil Tribe's land, a huge tent was made. This place was created by the effort of people 

from both clans. Inside the tent is a long and wide table which is able to accommodate the ten elders of 

each tribe. The right side table is occupied by the elders from Soleil tribe while the left side table settled 

people from the Lune Tribe. 

They've sat in their designated seats facing an elder from the opposite side. Only the elders sat at the 

chairs of the table, young beastmen like Meizhou, Xuebao, Sheya and Shizi sat at the side together. They 

would only be listening and mediating between tribes when they've gone beyond control. The Tribe 

Priests of Two Tribes sat at the hosts seats overseeing the whole meeting. 

The reason for this, is because of the revelation they received from the Beast God. With the clear details 

of the trials only they won't be biased to side with their own tribes as what their duties entails them to 

do is to make sure the tribe to alliance with each other. Only by working together they would be able to 

survive the trials of the Beast God. 

There's an intense tension between the elders despite thinking rationally that the alliance between 

tribes would be the only way to survive, the hatred and resentment in their hearts for losing their loved 

ones couldn't be held back completely. Sentimentality is beastmen second nature after their likes of 

fighting. Seeing the exchange of glares between the two tribes, the two tribe priests couldn't hold back 

but exchange helpless gazes and sighed. Once the tribe priest of the Soleil had gestures to Priest Anbao 

to open the conversation, they've finally begun the meeting even with the clear gloominess in the 

atmosphere of the place. 

Tribe Priest Anbao spoke, "Before we start let me introduce myself. I am the Lune Tribe's Priest Anbao. 

Swear to the Beast God that I shall follow his commands and have chosen the result of survival. My 

words would lean towards what the chosen ones will make." 

"Same as the former. My duties as the priest would be serving the chosen ones for this trial. I am the 

Tribe Priest of Soleil Tribe, Linshe." 

"Let's begin the meeting of elders. Go ahead." said Anbao as he gestures to the elders of the Soleil Tribe 

to speak first. 

"Cough* We would like to create an alliance with the Lune Tribe." said an elder from Soleil Tribe. 

Soleil Tribe Elder spoke, "We are willing to provide any materials from this list. In exchange we want 

three things from the Lune Tribe." 

The list of materials was passed to the elders of the Lune Tribe. The things were written on animal skin 

parchment as there is still no paper made at this moment but there is ink they use to write. Sadly only 

priests could understand what was written on the parchment. Tribe Priest Anbao had passed his own 

copy to Xuebao who only glanced at what was written on the parchment with an unconcerned gaze. 

Thoughts of Xuebao after seeing the list of materials on the parchment. 

'There are too little useful things within the paper. The only things that interest me are this white soft 

thing and the raw rocks. It must be cotton and natural rocks like limestones.' 

Xuebao said to his uncle. "Thank you Uncle. I've seen it." 



"I see. You can always speak out if you want to say something. You and A'Zhou had that right in this 

meeting." said Priest Anbao with a smile. 

"We understand Uncle Anbao." said Meizhou while beside him Xuebao nodded his head while eating 

strawberries his husband had been feeding them. 

After letting Xuebao the contents of the materials written on the parchment Priest Anbao had returned 

to his seat. The priest from the other side had a looked of skepticism. 

Priest Linshe asked, "Priest Anbao. Why did you pass the parchment to the chosen one? Can... Can he 

read it?" asking with a voice of disbelief and surprise. 

With a proud expression on his face, "My Baobao could read. He is the most intelligent in our tribe." said 

the current tribe leader of the Lune Tribe. 

"Our Baobao had a keener mind than I do." said Priest Anbao without shame. "Let's continue the 

meeting. Will you now tell us what are the three conditions you wanted? Only after you speak of your 

bargain that we will decide what to do next." 

Hearing this the elders from Soleil Tribe had whispered to each other. It didn't take awhile for them to 

finish talking to themselves and looked at their tribe priest Linshe to proceed with the plan. 

Priest Linshe, "First: We would like to learn your way of cooking, sewing and farming." 

Zhubao and the elders of the Lune Tribe had a glance at Xuebao seated by the corner and only answered 

when they saw him nod his head. 

Nods 

"Agreed!" said Zhubao. 

No one in the Soleil Tribe is blind enough not to notice that gesture. Obviously the Lune Tribe would 

only move if that young man called Xuebao orders. It seems that the Lune Tribe is no longer under the 

control of the tribe leader and its elder but instead led by this young man called Xuebao. He is one of the 

chosen ones, which gives him authority to join this meeting. But if not for that title as a chosen one he 

would not be even allowed to be here. What is happening in the Lune Tribe? Not only the highest 

authority had changed even the strongest warrior Meizhou isn't saying a thing and turning blind eye on 

most of the events that unfolds before him. 

The elders of Soleil Tribe and its tribe priest tried sneaking a peek at the beautiful female beastman with 

hair as if dyed in snow and eyes with the shade of the color that depicts the sky and seas. After 

observing for a few seconds they could feel the indifference and aloofness within those serene gaze, 

they could see him looking at them but at the same time not. As if they couldn't even enter his line of 

sight much less exist in his world. There's undeniable coldness and detachment as he stares at this 

surrounds only when he is looking at the male beastman beside him than emotions like joy and passion 

tints those lifeless eyes. 

All of the sudden their line of sight was blocked and that exquisite figure had been covered. Once they 

move their gaze and look for the owner of those big hands that they've met a ferocious and chilly gaze 

coming from that pair of golden eyes which sometimes glints with unknown darkness. They could see his 



extreme possessiveness and warning as they met Meizhou's eyes. The people of the Soleil Tribe couldn't 

help but fear the unknown as if death is looming over them. They instantly move away their gaze from 

that couple who is emitting a dangerous aura. 

"Tsk! Why the hell are you looking at my wife? Do you want to die!?" said Meizhou as his icy voice 

echoes within the tent. 

His terrifying and overwhelming presence made the rest of those inside the tent unable to breath 

properly. Even Sheya and Shizi who are sitting beside him felt this enormous pressure coming from 

Meizhou. Meizhou is currently using his unique ability as a warrior called Death God Domain. He could 

spread his killing intent within that space where his domain is activated. 

Sheya gasped as his voice and breathing halted. He and the rest were acting as if they were forbidden to 

breath. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝓂 

GASP! 'W-What is this? I--I can't... breath!?' Sheya's thoughts as he held on his throat while trembling. 

When he thought he wouldn't be able to hold on, a large hand fell on his back, suddenly an unknown 

energy entered his body helping him to stabilize his breathing. Once he looked behind to see the face of 

who helped him, he was shocked to see a pale face Shizi supporting him from behind. 

"Shit! He's angry. What to do!?" murmured Shizi while helping Sheya to normalize his breathing. 

Meanwhile elders from both sides of the tribe were suffering from Meizhou's tyrannical aura. Their 

reactions aren't that much different from how Sheya reacted just now. Collective gasps and pants were 

heard in the area. 

'Can't breath!?' 

'What the hell is this!?' 

'Is it Meizhou? Meizhou, is causing this?' 

'Since when did Meizhou possess this much power!?' 

'Brat! You're forgetting there are people from your side here as well!?' 

'Is this the chosen one's capabilities!?' 

Meizhou looked down on them without any expression on his face. He isn't unlike the original. The rules 

of this world never matters to him. All that he cares for is his wife. At the same time as the dominant 

soul had already become Ye Xiajie, his identity as a Lord God made him treat others nonchalantly except 

if someone dared to touch his wife in this world which is Xuebao. He had been possessive by nature and 

Xuebao is the target of all his emotions. In this world where sentimentality is only second to strength, no 

one could deny that Xuebao is Meizhou's only reverse scale. 

Beside him Xuebao was smiling with amusement filling his eyes. He had always enjoyed seeing his 

husband openly show his possessiveness towards him. Well he never really hid it. It's just that in this 

world, his emotions seem to be more intense than usual thanks to that ending they had in the last 

world. He was going to ignore the rest until he heard someone call his name. 



Zhubao tried his best to call on his darling son. As long as Xuebao speaks a word, Meizhou should be 

able to calm down. 

"B-Bao-bao..." called Zhubao. 

[H-Host... If you don't stop the lord everyone here would die.] 

Thankfully Xuebao remembers his father in this world. Sighing silently in his heart, Xuebao had no other 

choice than to comply this time. He silently crawled up to his husband's lap and whispered something to 

his ears. 

"My love. Calm down~" whispered Xuebao as he playfully bit Meizhou's ears to bring him back to reality. 

After being teased by his wife in public, Meizhou who only has his wife in his eyes instantly calmed down 

and hugged Xuebao in his arms. He started smiling as if he wanted to immediately take his leave with his 

wife. Then the heavy presence in the areas had disappeared as if it didn't exist at all. Finally collective 

gasps for air were heard inside the tent. Only then Meizhou realized that he had overdone it. 

Zhubao was the first one among the crowd to calm down and instantly glared at this possessive son-in-

law of his. "You brat! Are you trying to kill this old man too!!!?" he yelled at Meizhou. 

Meizhou rolled his eyes as he hid his face to his wife's neck. He continues to let Xuebao sit on his lap 

while hugging him from behind. 

"Sorry~ Old man. I forgot you are here." said Meizhou. 

"You... Let this old man beat up. You damn brat!!" yelled Zhubao who was held down by the other 

elders. 

Only then that Meizhou showed his face to the rest of them. He leaned his chin on his wife's shoulders 

as he stared at the elders from both tribes. 

"Aren't you guys wasting too much time and energy to this farce? The Soleil Tribe had nothing useful to 

offer except warriors. The materials they've listed can be found in nature; we only need to look for it. An 

equal alliance is impossible. Since this is the case let's just merge both tribes and treat each other as 

tribesmen instead." said Meizhou. 

Before the elders could even retort, Meizhou continued speaking, preventing them from interfering with 

his words. 

"I'm not done yet. The war is a result because of territorial problems. The two tribes had suffered 

enough. There is no need to forgive but there is a need to hold back. Why don't we just do this? 

Unleashed your anger at each other. How about an all out brawl? No weapons. No killing. You can fight 

with fist. But warriors could only fight with warriors. Females can only fight with females. Just beat up 

whom you hate and get it all done. Then we'll sign the merging of two clans instead." 

Meizhou suggested this notion with a smirk. Obviously he doesn't want to waste more time with their 

nonsense and just made this kind of situation. 



Xuebao and Shizi nodded their heads in agreement. Xuebao even said, "This is a good idea. I like it. Don't 

worry you guys can fist fight all afternoon and I will make sure to prevent you guys from dying. How 

about this?" 

The dumbfounded elders before them had finally realized that this evil couple thinks that this meeting is 

nothing but farce in their eyes. Obviously even the young tribe leader Shizi thought the same way. Once 

they've realized that they've hated each other but not to the point of killing these elders glared at each 

other. 

The first one to jump on the fight is Zhubao. He grabbed one of the high elders of Soleil. This elder just 

happened to be someone who used to court his wife with him. He grabbed his shoulders while grinning 

wildly. 

Zhubao, "Good Idea! I've always wanted to hit this smug face since before!" He then threw a punch and 

the other elders entered into a brawl. 

"W-What the hell you say you Old Thing!?" 

"Who the hell are you calling old!? You are the same age as I do!!!" 

The mini brawl that turned into two clans' fist battle had started. Among the rest only few females like 

Tuzi and Xuebao didn't enter the huge brawl. They were seating at a high rock watching the chaos below 

them. Sheya is together with them with the other tribe's doctor and their apprentices. These group of 

doctors and apprentices were on standby to help the treatment of those brawn head fools after the 

brawl. Meizhou and Shizi stayed near the area overseeing the whole event. They would only interfere 

when someone tried to kill one. Those who goes against the rules would be tied up in overhead manner 

hanging by their feet on the trees. They looked like wiggling caterpillars. Their punishment means no 

dinner for tonight as well. 

Chapter 129: 5.31 First Violet Star - First Trial 'Snowstorm' 

After the brawl the two tribes had undergone, when the night fell a huge evening banquet was done. 

This time it's huge enough for the two tribes to move the venue outside the territory of the Lune Tribe. 

They've created a huge empty space outside the village and created numerous bonfires for each group. 

Huge pots were prepared by both clans. The females of the two tribes worked together with cooking 

and food preparation under Tuzi and Xuebao's commands. 

The males were following Shizi and Meizhou's orders to clean up the place for dinner. Though there 

were few male whom the two leaders could command, most elders were watching by the sidelines 

together with all their faces either bruised or swollen and covered in herbs the doctors and apprentices 

had treated them with. 

Under the strict supervision of Shizi and Meizhou, no one in the tribes died. Not even one broke a bone 

but almost all of them were covered in bruises and had swollen pig faces. Some females who got into 

the fight had few scratches on their faces and their hairs were messy enough to qualify as a bird nest. 

Though at this moment as if unify was formed between females they silently giggled at their males 

swollen pig faces. 



Obviously after that one huge brawl the tension between two tribes had lessened greatly. Even those 

elders who had the largest swollen faces stayed together in one table drinking wine while waiting for the 

dinner to be served. Their conversations seem like gibberish to others as they couldn't properly 

pronounce any words properly in their state. Magically these equally beaten elders could understand 

each other. 

The young beastmen especially the children had watched their elders talking weirdly as if they were 

seeing aliens for the first time. The children of each tribe had lesser hatred for each other. As soon as 

the snacks were shared with each other, they've all started getting along well. Xuebao, upon his orders, 

asked the females of his tribe to provide the people of Soleil tribe clothing and shoes for winter. 

Since there are too many people Xuebao and Tuzi decided to just cook hotpot for dinner. The tribesmen 

from both tribes could choose whether they wanted meat or seafood hotpot. After the base soup was 

made the rest of them could try putting in the food they wanted in the pot and waited for it to cook. 

Once the dinner banquet had started the one who did the opening remarks were Shizi and Meizhou. 

Xuebao just stayed silent beside Meizhou as he was cooking their table's hotpot while the Tuzi helped 

the elder's part. 

Shizi and Meizhou stood in front to begin the announcement. The first opening remarks were left for 

Meizhou to begin. 

Meizhou announced, "This is the first evening for our two tribes to eat evening banquets together. 

There would be more days to come after the two tribes had completely merged. I am the Young tribe 

leader's proxy. You can call me Warrior Leader Meizhou. I am the fiancé of the former Lune Tribe's 

Young Leader, Xuebao. Pleasure to meet you all!" 

Beast roars and claps were heard within the tribe. There are even some who whistled in excitement. 

Shizi was the second one who spoke, "I am Shizi. The former tribe leader of Soleil Tribe. After the two 

tribes had merged I will most likely become a Warrior Leader like Warrior Meizhou here. It was decided 

that the future Tribe Leader of the Sun and Mood Tribe would be Xuebao which the we and the elders 

had unanimously decided. This is due to the factor of both strength and intelligence! We still need to 

prepare for the upcoming trials but for tonight we should at least enjoy ourselves!" 

"Let the banquet begin!!!" The two tribe warrior leaders announced. 

The dinner shared by the two tribes had begun. For the first time in the history of this primitive world 

two tribes had decided to merge and walk forward for the future they would have as one tribe and one 

family. 

--- 

The merging of two tribes was finalized. The tribe will be called Solune Tribe which means the Sun and 

Moon Tribe as one. The warriors got so drunk that they had all fallen asleep under the evening sky. The 

female couldn't bring them all back to their places at the same time and couldn't let them sleep outside 

as its winter season. In the end the females had to ask help from their new tribe leader, Xuebao to wake 

them up. Xuebao answered their request, stood at the center of sleeping beastmen and released pure 

killing intent which is enough to jolt the rest awake instantly. 



Most male woke up in vigilance looking for something to fight with. There's a serious expression on their 

face while looking for the source of such dangerous aura. Only when they've seen a white haired 

beautiful female smiling at them that they've understood. This female which their elders had chosen as 

the new tribe leader is indeed a powerful being. His presence is even scarier than Shizi or Meizhou, the 

strongest male among them. 

Moreover to be able to smile while emitting such dominatingly aura made it worse, within those 

cerulean orbs was madness for destruction. He looks no different from a playful mighty being in the 

legend who could decide the life and death of others with just a crook of his finger. 

"Awake now? Prepare to rest in the tents that were prepared for you guys. You'll get sick if you sleep in 

snow well unless you wish to turn in ice popsicles then you can sleep here." said Xuebao while smiling at 

them. 

Everyone couldn't help but salute in his presence stiffly standing afraid they'll instantly get killed on one 

of this person's whims. They were grateful in their hearts when they saw Warrior Meizhou approached 

Xuebao and covered him with a thick fur coat before carrying him in his arms. Under the moonlight this 

couple really looks like Gods descending on earth. They are both strong with irrefutable presence and 

captivating appearances. 

"You can leave the rest to Shizi and Sheya. Let's go home and rest, baby." said Meizhou while looking 

affectionately at his wife. 

Xuebao's eyes turned gentle when looking at Meizhou. He reaches out his arms and hugs his neck. "Hm~ 

Okay. Let's go home. My Love." he replied. 

This interaction between them made those who were watching feel the undeniable love between the 

two. It is not merely because they suit each other nor because they would be mates in the future. The 

feeling exchange between them is much stronger and refined. A true love exchange between two souls 

would be more an appropriate explanation. It made others envious of their love. 

When morning arrived most swollen faces of the tribesmen had lessened overnight thanks to the 

concoction the doctors had given to the warriors. Except for a few light bruises here and there, the rest 

could speak normally now. 

As soon as the tribe merged, the new tribe was now called the Solune Tribe. Since it's winter the two 

tribes had decided to focus first in gathering food and daily cleaning of that humongous cave formerly 

owned by the king of savage beasts. After surveying inside the cave the elders had decided to prepare 

things for living in the cave. Food and water were stored in one of the separate spaces inside the cave 

making a temporary food storage. Clothing and blankets were prepared as well. They've also started 

covering the floor with mats for sleeping purposes. Things like wood coals were made under Xuebao's 

orders to be used during winter. 

To avoid air poisoning a few window-like holes were made above the ceiling of the cave, stone chimneys 

were molded under Xuebao's commands. At the beginning no one understood the meaning of these 

actions except for otherworlder like Xuebao. Only when the snow storm arrived that they understood 

the meaning of these things. 



They've made necessary preparations. Xuebao, Shizi and Meizhou split into groups focusing on hunting 

food whether it's an ordinary beast, a savage beast or slumbering animals. Most of it was hunted down. 

With the help of System Yue, Xuebao is able to point out the hidden caves where most hibernating 

animals reside. Meanwhile under Tuzi and Sheya's command the females also started gathering cooking 

materials and herbs to be stored. 

Of course this weak team is under the protection of few male warriors from the tribe. They wouldn't 

allow females to walk around the forest without escort. Among the females only their tribe leader 

Xuebao is able to roam around this dangerous forest unhindered even if he is alone. 

Former Soleil Tribe Warrior had few doubts about Xuebao's strength. Until one morning Xuebao dragged 

home two huge adult savage beasts called Brontosaurus. He dragged two 72 meter length dinosaurs at 

each hand dead back to the tribe. With not even a hint of blood on him nor bruise or scratches, Xuebao 

smiled at the warriors of the former Soleil tribe. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝗆 

"Would these be enough proof? Or do you want me to find a T-Rex? But since the nearest one was 

killed, the next nearest would be at the southside of the mountain. I will get some for you when spring 

arrives. For now get bear with these two. Yawns~ these things didn't even put a fight that it was 

boring~" said Xuebao with clear boredom on his face. 

The dumbfounded warriors looked at Xuebao like seeing a monster. Ever since then a single movement 

from Xuebao made those groups flinch. They now believe that the strongest in their tribe is neither 

Meizhou or Shizi but this petite looking female beastman. 

"Anyway~ you guys dismantle these two for me. Send one back to be stored in the cave. As for the other 

one, just cook it for dinner tonight. Let's have some samgyupsal for tonight! Tuzi prepared some soup 

and sauce for bbq later~" said Xuebao. 

"Okay~ I made some kimchi as well. Let's eat that too!!" replied Tuzi. 

"I want some fishcakes don't make it too spicy." said Xuebao. 

"That savage beast looks meaty. We'll be able to eat more tonight." said Tuzi as these two females went 

back inside the tribe making preparations for dinner. 

The stunned male warriors could only look at each other with helpless gaze as they started working on 

the huge savage beasts. They were the ones who taunted the tribe leader. It's normal to get punished 

with work like this one. Moreover they would be able to eat a lot tonight if they've finished cutting this 

meat. 

Then when the two weeks were up, the first snowstorm had arrived. Thanks to the tribe priests 

calculating the exact day the snowstorm would be falling, the tribe was able to relocate their living 

necessities in that huge cave ahead of time. To prevent the snow from entering inside the cave the tribe 

warriors had created a huge wooden door to block the entrance. The tribe happily spend their winter 

evenings inside the cave quietly. Since all of the necessities were prepared ahead of time there isn't 

much difference in their daily lives. Except that during snowstorms the warriors aren't able to go out and 

patrol. 



The elders were happily examining the stone chimneys their tribe leader had forced them to make. Only 

by using it at this time they've realized the importance of those tube-like things. Thanks to these things 

called chimneys smoke doesn't spread inside the cave, instead moves out to the holes above the cave. 

"Wow~ this thing called a chimney is amazing!!" 

"Marvelous! It's a miracle!!" 

"As expected from the chosen one!" 

"Praise the tribe leader." 

Shizi and Sheya who were passing by looked at this group of elders acting like fanboys. 

Shizi spoke, "Elders a message from the tribe leader. He said to inform the tribesmen to get a few more 

clothing and blankets in the storage especially for the children." 

"Eh? Why?" an elder asked. 

It was Sheya who replied, "The leader said that in the last week of winter, the temperature would drop 

below zero. At that time it's more advisable for the tribe to give you their beast form to keep warm. The 

adults should help the children keep warm for this following week. Please inform the rest." 

Another elder responded, "If it's something the leader had said then it must be true. Sheya child 

shouldn't you be resting more. In this type of season you should take less work. Give your tasks to your 

apprentices instead." he said worriedly while looking at Sheya's state. When Shizi heard this part of the 

conversation he couldn't help but frown. 

"Thank you, elder. I would do as you say. After I've reported the leader once more." replied Sheya. 

After the elders left and passed the message from the leader, Shizi observed the female beside him. 

After the clan had merged, Shizi had openly courted Sheya for weeks until he got entitled as his 

guardian. It took awhile for Sheya to accept him. He could clearly feel that Sheya's state is not good. He 

easily gets tired and moves slower and carefully than before. He looks sleepy most of the time as well. 

After accompanying Sheya to report to Xuebao about the situation of the tribe and what the warriors 

who surveyed a bit outside, Sheya asked to leave. 

Xuebao looked at Sheya calmly and said, "Sheya take the next week off. Rest for one whole week and 

ask one of your apprentices to do the reporting. You shouldn't push yourself. As a snake type beastman 

this kind of temperature is your weakness." 

Shizi was stunned when he heard this. He never expected that the reason why his female is in a weaker 

state is because of the cold temperature. After remembering his female's animal form only then he 

remembered that snakes are cold blooded creatures. Cold-blooded animals, they will become less active 

in the cooler months because they will be lethargic from the cold temperatures. During the winter 

months, snakes and other reptiles will enter brumation. Brumation does not require the same amount 

of sleep as hibernation. 

Sheya weakly responded, "U-Understood, leader. Yawns~" his eyes were half closing due to less energy. 



Shizi instantly carried his female in his arms letting him sleep on his shoulders. 

"Prepare a few more thicker blankets for him. You should keep him warm for the whole week. I will let 

someone else take your tasks." said Meizhou. 

Shizi bow his head towards the two, "Thank my lord, sire." he said before taking his leave with Sheya in 

his arms. In front of Meizhou and Xuebao his OOC restrictions were unsealed like how System Yue is 

able to appear before Meizhou as his soul in no longer the original Meizhou. 

Once the two left Xuebao summoned his little system Yue. 

"Yue, anything to report?" asked Xuebao. 

[Host. The temperature would drop to -50 within the next week. It is impossible to prevent casualties in 

the tribe.] 

"I heard there is something called a Heat Talisman in the system mall. How many could I redeem with 

one redemption ticket?" 

[1 redemption ticket for 100 high tier heat talisman. Would the host want to redeem the item?] 

"How long would a high tier talisman last?" 

[It should be able to last for three days. The tribe has 200 families and 300 bachelors. The host has 10 

redemption tickets.] 

Meizhou who overheard their conversation spoke. "Just used the tickets to unlock other skills or talent 

you have. If you used heat talismans we wouldn't be able to explain its origin as it can't be made in this 

world." 

"I can use ten redemption tickets to unlocked my original abilities?" asked Xuebao in surprise. 

"Yes. Didn't he explain it to you? 10 golden tier tickets mean one whole level for cultivation. It can be 

exchanged for one master rank skill in the system mall." answered Meizhou. 

[M-My lord that is... for employee's benefits. The host isn't... from the Nether System.] 

Meizhou glared at Yue who suddenly hid behind his host. 

Meizhou retorted, "Jing'er is my wife. My workplace is his own as well. I rule the Nether System and my 

words are law." 

Beside him Xuebao is grinning while nodding his head in agreement. He really likes what his husband 

just said. Zhi Yue who had experienced the first hand situation called abuse of authority from his Lord 

God was stunned silly in disbelief. 

Xuebao with an amused smile spoke, "Since it's like this I will use my tickets to unlock the Ice Attributes 

under my special abilities." 

[Ugg~ C-Congratulation to the host. Your special ability to control Ice attributes are now unlocked.] 



Hearing this Xuebao joyously jumped on his husband and gave him an intense kiss as a reward. He could 

feel a large hand tightly holding on his waist and behind his head as Meizhou deepens the kiss they've 

shared. 

After their lips were separated, "Is that my reward baby? It doesn't seem enough." said Meizhou as he 

pressed his wife under him. 

Xuebao nibbles on his chin as he replied, "Then you can get more kisses and work harder at night~" 

Meizhou captures those naughty lips and continued ravished it as he was given his permission to do so. 

After being ignored by his host and his lord, System Yue could only leave an invisible camera to record 

them as he returned to his system space and sent to his boss about their Lord God's abuse of authority 

to make his host happy. 

Chapter 130: 5.32 First Violet Star - Negative 50 Degrees 

As the last week of the month began, the snowstorm outside had gotten stronger and this time hail 

started to fall as well. They tribe could even hear some low banging on the roof due to the small 

windows. But thankfully the cave is sturdy enough to keep protecting them from the cruelty outside. 

First day of the last week of the month. 

Just as his system had informed him, the temperature had dropped drastically this morning. In their 

human form, despite sitting near the bonfire their breathing still causes white smoke as they exhale. The 

clothes on them aren't enough to protect them anymore. The children were specially affected. Even 

when they're parents hug them in their beast cub, it still couldn't stop them from shivering badly. 

"D-Dad I'm so c-cold~" a little cub in his beast form said. 

His dad instantly wrapped him in a thick fur blanket. "Child, wait a bit, let dad cover you with a blanket 

and dad will hug you in your sleep." said the dad of this little cub who instantly turned to a big bear. He 

pulled the blanket where his cub is to his body and hugs it tightly. 

This scene happens collectively inside the cave. Adult beastmen worked together to warm the children 

of the tribe. 

On the first day the temperature had already dropped to -10 degrees. This morning Xuebao and 

Meizhou roam around the cave to check on the tribe's state. They've started frowning when they see 

most children's beastmen pale faces as they shiver nonstop in the bosom of their parents. The ones who 

approached them to report were Tuzi and his two fiancés. 

Tuzi spoke but his voice was obviously stuttering from the cold. "Baobao. The wooden door in front of 

the cave had frozen. The ice prevents it from being closed completely." 

"Are there enough coal and wood?" asked Xuebao. 

Xiong answered, "There is indeed enough but... At this rate it would take just a few days to completely 

use it up." 

Warrior Lang spoke, "The hail outside had gotten stronger and the ceiling of the cave might partly 

crumble as well." 



"My love, I need to pray outside. Can you open the door for me?" asked Xuebao as he looked at his 

husband. 

"I will open the door and accompany you outside." said Meizhou. 

The other three don't understand what the two of them meant. The only thing they understand is that 

these two were planning on doing something and will be going out in the hellish outside world. 

Tuzi courageously grabbed Xuebao with red eyes. 

"You can't. You mustn't! It's so damn freezing just by standing near the door and you wanted to come 

out! NO! I don't agree. I don't!" said Tuzi as he tightly held on Xuebao's arm above his clothes. 

Xuebao responded, "But it's my duty... To keep the tribe safe no matter what." 

"Don't worry. I will accompany him outside. Before it gets worse I'll bring him inside right away. Just 

prepared an extra large bonfire and heat bathing water for us." said Meizhou as he held Xuebao's hand. 

"But!?" 

"Tutu!? Calm down!" The one who yelled at Tuzi with a reprimanding tone is Priest Anbao. 

Beside him is Priest Linshe and the former tribe leader, Zhubao. They immediately looked for Xuebao 

and Meizhou as the priests received a message from the Beast God. 

"Master?!" called Xiong and Tuzi. 

"Greetings to the tribe's priests and High elder Zhubao!" said Lang as he saluted to the three elders. 

The three nodded back at his greeting. 

"I know you would be doing something. In this kind of cold weather only you are able to come out alive 

under these circumstances. You are a snow leopard like your dad after all. I also remember that every 

winter only your dad would be able to hunt food for the tribe. It seems to be the same for our son." said 

Zhubao. 

"I'm only going to pray a bit for the Beast God's Protection." said Xuebao. 

"Our leader. The Beast God had told us to pass you a message." said Priest Linshe. 

Xuebao's expression remained unconcerned even when the Beast God was mentioned. 

"What is it?" 

"The Beast God says that - 'Stop using my name as a cover to your own special ability. You deserved 

more if you're planning to do something for your own family.'...Baobao it was a lie that you're going to 

pray for the Beast God. Instead you are going to use your unique ability to protect the tribe from winter. 

Why are you trying to hide it from us? Special abilities are something normal for High rank warriors even 

Shizi and Meizhou have." said Priest Anbao. 

Everyone looked at Xuebao when one of the priests said that. They also don't understand why their 

leader is hiding his special ability. Now that they've thought about it they haven't seen their Leader's 



unique ability. The former tribe leader Shizi's special ability is King's Will while Meizhou is called Death 

God domain. 

Xuebao didn't answer and instead kept his silence. Only Meizhou did the talking instead. 

Meizhou spoke, "Because his special ability is different from mine or Shizi's. It wasn't invoked by him but 

it is something that could affect his whole surroundings." 

"Affect the whole surrounding? What do you mean?" asked the bewildered Priest Linshe. 

On the other hand Priest Anbao stayed silent as if thinking deeply of something. With Meizhou's rigid 

explanation even Zhubao couldn't understand it at all. 

Zhubao jabbed at his little brother, "An, what is this brat talking about?" he whispered to the priest 

beside him. 

"Baobao can you answer uncle's few questions please?" asked Priest Anbao. 

They saw Xuebao nod his head. 

"Is it something you can't just use as you wish?" 

Xuebao replied, "I can use it any time but unless the time is right it's strength will be lessened greatly." 

"Is your ability stronger during winter?" 

"Yes. It's the greatest at this time." 

Priest Anbao's eyes widened in disbelief but at the same time he was excited when he heard his 

nephew's answer. He could somewhat guess what his nephew's unique ability is. 

"I see. I see. I understand now. You two can go ahead. But it's better if A'Zhou remained on standby near 

the entrance. Don't get out unless something happens to Baobao. You do not have resistance towards 

ice. You understand A'Zhou?" said Priest Anbao. 

Meizhou nodded, "I will watch from a distance."  

"That's good. Ask the rest of the tribe to move away from the door. The rest of the tribesmen, especially 

the children and the females, go to the inner chambers. We'll be breaking the door open." said Priest 

Anbao. 

Before a commotion happened in the cave the elders had taken control of the tribesmen. Priest Anbao, 

Priest Linshe and Zhubao have watched the chosen pair walk towards the blocked entrance holding each 

other's hand. Tuzi and his men watch them from a distance. Until they stood in front of the frozen door 

and looked at each other. 

Meizhou looked at his wife and said, "There would be wild animals in the vicinity. Focus on what you 

want to do and leave the rest to me. Okay?" 

Xuebao smiled and nodded his head. Meizhou kissed his forehead Then with one push from his hand the 

wooden door broke to numerous pieces. They've finally seen the cruelty the white land had 

experienced. Outside the cave is nothing but white snow. The trees had all turned to crystal like 



figurines as it was coated with ice. Running figures of few animals were frozen in front of the cave, they 

were unable to run away on time as the temperature drastically dropped for them to even run away. It 

is an Ice World outside the cave. As if they've glimpsed a different land. Pure and untainted but 

merciless and cruel. That's how they express the world before them. 

Just when a strong surge of ice and snow tries to invade the interior of the cave, they've seen a small 

figure strode forward. With a single step from him the snow and ice who wanted to enter the cave had 

disappeared. Now it's better to say that it retreated. At this moment even Meizhou retreated from the 

open door joining the rest inside the cave. 

Once they've seen traces of ice on Meizhou's skin that they've realized how cold and how fast the Ice 

spread on the living. 

Priest Anbao ordered, "Bring a very thick coat for Meizhou immediately!!!" 

"Y-Yes!!" 

Once the thick coat covered Meizhou his shivering halted but there's still some traces of ice and snow on 

his hair. 

"How about my Baobao!?" asked Zhubao in a panic. 

"Calm down old man! My wife is okay. This kind of thing doesn't affect him at all." replied Meizhou. "But 

it's really cold outside and all living things have turned to ice." 

Then they were all left dazed when they saw Xuebao who was standing in front of the entrance 

unhindered by anything. The snow and ice avoids him as if afraid of him at the same time revered him. 

Everyone was left in awe and amazement but such a majestic scene. Only his white hair flows as the 

wind blows, his fair skin sparkles in the presence of snow. Like the God of Winter who controls all ice. 

Zhubao was rendered speechless in shock. "..." 

Priest Linshe was stunned to the point his mouth widened enough for a whole egg to fit. His finger 

trembles as he points at the small figure in front of them. He couldn't believe what was happening 

before his eyes. 

"T-T-This... This is!! Don't tell me hisbthe Leader's unique skill is this! This is too god like. Only deities 

could control such a thing! You are telling me that our leader could control Ice!!?" exclaimed Priest 

Linshe. 

"Watch if you don't believe. The answer would be shown for us to see." responded Priest Anbao. 

Xuebao looked nonchalantly at the white paradise before him and murmured few words as if talking to 

himself. 

"Retreat. Keep away from the surrounding of the cave 10 meters away." 

Everyone heard Xuebao's words and thought he was talking on his own before they could even react to 

the converging snow around the cave and in front of the entrance had retreated like it was alive. It was 

moving slowly as Xuebao took a step forward. Seeing this mystical scene everyone was dumbfounded. 

Only Meizhou walked forward bravely as he took his steps towards his lover in front of him. Now that 



the snow had started to retreat, he started feeling a dangerous presence within the area. Those were 

ferocious beasts unhindered by this cruel weather. 

Most of those beasts were towering tall and they all loved to eat meat for a meal. As he steps forwards 

he activates his unique ability called Death God Domain. This is a special ability which allows the user to 

spread his killing intent at certain spaces. Anyone who entered that space would be killed without any 

means of defense as only the user is absolute inside that domain. 

Once Meizhou covered the whole area around the cave with his domain everyone heard loud roars and 

shrieking from within the white veiled wilderness. Just the fact they could clearly hear those howls made 

them shivered. They didn't know there were those kinds of beasts that could still freely roam around in 

this kind of weather. Only then did the Priests inform the tribesmen what those things were. The 

revelation dreams they had aren't as clear as what their priests had seen. Only they had witnessed those 

monsters eating their tribe from what they've seen in their dreams. They knew how dreadful those 

beings are. But they were surprised that Meizhou's ability is able to keep those things away from 

approaching. 

In front of them Meizhou had finally reached Xuebao and held his hands. 

Meizhou spoke, "I can only keep them away for an hour. What do you plan to do baby?" 

"I will create an ice dome to protect the cave and prevent those things from entering. I might have 

overused my qi so... Carry me back inside afterwards." replied Xuebao with a smile. 

Hearing this Meizhou knew he couldn't stop him. He couldn't even help him as the restriction of this 

world was preventing him from using his full capabilities. Merging his souls could only allow him to 

move unhindered under the eyes of the Heavenly laws but that doesn't mean he had the same authority 

as his wife has. Unless he chooses to destroy the world only then he would be able to use his full 

strength. He could only leave the rest for his wife to do. 

He pulled Xuebao in a hug and gave him a kiss. Once the kiss had finished he let Xuebao continue what 

he wanted to do. 

He watches him as those invisible to human eyes Ice essences and spirit hovers excitedly around his 

wife. He could only frown and wanted to squeeze them dead one by one in jealousy. Those things 

followed his wife's commands. They've worked together as an Ice dome was being made under 

everyone's naked eye. It only took a few minutes for a transparent but thick Ice dome to appear around 

the ten meters space with the cave as it's center. It's like watching an ice castle be made in front of you. 

It is clear and beautiful. 

Meizhou caught Xuebao who entered deep sleep after overusing his body's qi. In his current state his 

cultivation isn't even close to the Gods of this world. Xuebao's real cultivation was sealed like his 

memories and skills. 

Everyone saw the scene of how the ice dome was made and were surprised to see their leader fall over 

until Meizhou securely caught him in his embrace. After seeing the snowstorm was unable to affect the 

certain space around the cave that Zhubao and the rest all ran out to check on the two who did all the 

work. 



Zhubao looked at his son worriedly. "Brat what is wrong with my Baobao!?" 

"Asleep. He got tired. Don't worry he is fine. He should be able to wake up for tomorrow's dinner. The 

dome should also prevent the temperature from entering. It will drop slowly at the normal level after a 

few hours. Can I leave the rest to you? I will look after my wife for a bit. There is no need to send me 

meals. I will only eat when Bao'er wakes up." said Meizhou. 

Zhubao and the elders nodded while saying to leave the rest to them and they could take the rest of the 

day off until Xuebao woke up. Once Meizhou entered the cave to rest the elders had looked at their 

surroundings checking out the Ice dome that protects them from the snow storm and hail. 

Zhubao said in awe, "This is... Really huge not only that... It's thick enough to prevent even the king of 

beasts from trespassing." 

"Is this the Leader's unique skill? It is more like a God skill!!" exclaimed Priest Linshe. 

"But this skill is only this strong during winter, most of the time it wouldn't be this overwhelming." said 

Priest Anbao. 

"No wonder Baobao rarely uses this skill." said Zhubao. 

Priest Linshe spoke, "This is heaven defying enough. As expected of the chosen one." 

 


